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"Windows of my room, ...
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Abstract
The ability to localize sounds is crucial for the survival of both predators as well as prey. The
former rely on their senses to lead them to the latter, which in turn also benefit from locating a
predator in the vicinity to escape accordingly. In such cases, the sound localization process typically
takes place while the animals are in motion. Since the cues that the brain uses to localize sounds
are head-centered (egocentric), they can change very rapidly when an animal moves and rotates.
This constitutes an even bigger challenge than sound localization in a static environment. Up to
now, however, both aspects have mostly been studied separately in neuroscience, thus limiting our
understanding of active sound localization during navigation.
This thesis reports on the development of a novel behavioral paradigm – the Sensory Island
Task (SIT) – to promote sound localization during unrestricted motion. By attributing a different
behavioral meaning (associated to different outcomes) to two spatially separated sound sources,
Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) were trained to forage for an area (target island) in
the arena that triggered a change in the active sound source to the target loudspeaker and to
report its detection by remaining within the island for a duration of 6 s. Importantly, the two
loudspeakers played identical sounds and the location of the target island in the arena was changed
randomly every trial. When the probability of successfully identifying the target island exceeded
the chance level, a tetrode bundle was implanted in the primary auditory cortex of the gerbils to
record neuronal responses during task performance.
Canonically, the auditory cortex (AC) is described as possessing neurons with a broad hemispheric tuning. Nonetheless, context and behavioral state have been shown to modulate the neuronal responses in the AC. The experiments described in this thesis demonstrate the existence of
a large variety of additional, previously unreported (or underreported) spatial tuning types. In
particular, neurons that were sensitive to the midline and, most intriguingly, neurons that were
sensitive to the task identity of the active loudspeaker were observed. The latter comprise neurons that were spatially tuned to only one of the two loudspeakers, neurons that exhibited a large
difference in the preferred egocentric sound-source location for the two loudspeakers as well as
spatially untuned neurons whose firing rate changed depending on the active loudspeaker. Additionally, temporal complexity in the neuronal responses was observed, with neurons changing
their preferred egocentric sound-source location throughout their response to a sound.
Corroborating earlier studies, also here it was found that the task-specific choice of the animal
was reflected in the neuronal responses. Specifically, the neuronal firing rate decreased before
the animal successfully finished a trial in comparison to situations in which the gerbil incorrectly
left the target island before trial completion. Furthermore, the differential behavioral meaning
between the two loudspeakers was found to be represented in the neuronal tuning acuity, with
neurons being more sharply tuned to sounds coming from the target than from the background
loudspeaker.
Lastly, by implementing an artificial neural network, all of the observed phenomena could be
studied in a common framework, enabling a better and more comprehensive understanding of the
computational relevance of the diversity of observed neuronal responses. Strikingly, the algorithm
was capable of predicting not only the egocentric sound-source location but also which sound
source was active – both with high accuracy.
Taken together, the results presented in this thesis suggest the existence of an interlaced coding of egocentric and allocentric information in the neurons of the primary auditory cortex. These
novel findings thus contribute towards a better understanding of how sound sources are perceptually stable during self-motion, an effect that could be advantageous for selective hearing.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Many animals depend on the ability to localize sounds to survive. When a prey is not in
sight, predators forage and rely on smell and sounds to lead them to their potential next
meal. Conversely, a prey must detect the presence and locate a predator in the vicinity to
escape.
Localizing sounds is not only important in the wild: when a person goes to a café with
a friend and engages in a conversation, they naturally focus their attention towards the
direction of their friend, helping them to better understand speech in a noisy environment
[1, 2]. Crossing a busy road also demands localizing sounds since one should quickly
perceive where a car is coming from to appropriately react and avoid an accident – in
particular when visiting countries where cars drive opposite to the expected side of the
road.
In contrast to the somatosensory and visual systems, for which there is a direct mapping between the spatial world and the topography of the neurons that represent it –
sensory "homunculus" and retinotopy – the auditory system must perform computations
to obtain spatial information. This is a consequence of the cochlea not being spatially
organized, but by frequency – the so-called tonotopy – meaning that contiguous hair cells
transmit information about similar frequencies [3], which are not necessarily coming from
sounds with the same spatial origin. The brain uses two types of information for localizing
sounds, namely binaural information and spectral information [4].
- Binaural information

Binaural information is based on a comparison between the two ears of the arrival time
(interaural time difference – ITD) or of the phase of the sound wave (interaural phase
difference – IPD – almost equivalent to ITD for pure tones), and of the sound intensity
(interaural level difference – ILD). Low frequency sounds have a wavelength larger than
a human head and consequently diffract around it without being significantly attenuated.
When such a sound is presented laterally, it arrives first at one ear and only some microseconds later at the other ear – this time difference (ITD) is used by the brain to determine
where the sound comes from. A human head creates a maximum ITD of around 700 µs
when the sound comes directly from the side – a pure tone with this period corresponds
to approximately 1.4 kHz. Above this frequency, more than one complete wave can "fit" in
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between the two ears and it is no longer possible to unambiguously determine the phase
difference. This corresponds to the maximum frequency for which the brain uses this cue
[5]. In reality, ambiguity on the leading ear occurs already for continuous pure tones with
half that frequency [6]. For higher frequencies, the head becomes an obstacle to the sound
wave and part of it is reflected or absorbed. This results in a decrease in the sound intensity on the ear that is farther away from the sound source and consequently a difference
in the sound level (ILD) is created between the ears. This effect is stronger for frequencies above 5 kHz and therefore the localization errors are the largest between 1.4 kHz and
5 kHz [7] – the frequency range where neither of the two cues is very informative. Due
to the symmetric arrangement of the ears, both of these sound localization cues are only
useful to determine a sound-source location in the horizontal plane. However, a given ITD
can be created by sounds coming from a multitude of directions which share the same
angle with the interaural axis (the line that passes through both ears), forming a so-called
cone of confusion. Similarly, sounds resulting in the same ILD can originate from an infinity of incoming angles for a pure tone. Using broadband stimuli reduces such ambiguities
and consequently improves sound localization, due not only to the contribution of spectral
cues but also to the frequency-dependent character of both IPDs and ILDs. Furthermore,
IPDs can be determined for the envelope of high frequency sounds [8, 9].

- Spectral information

The head, torso, pinnae and external ear act as spectral filters that enhance certain frequencies (peaks) while reduce others (notches) depending on the direction of the incident
sound wave [4]. These peaks and notches are a consequence of the interference between
successive reflections and diffractions of the incoming wave. This effect is essential to determine whether a sound comes from above or below (elevation) and is often regarded as
a monaural cue. However, this information complements the binaural cues and is crucial
to resolve their cone of confusion (and therefore to disambiguate the front from the back).
The neuronal computations performed to localize a sound are consequently egocentric
in nature (i.e. are head-centered). However, those egocentric cues are constantly altered
since natural sound localization behaviors such as chasing a prey require movement, during which the orientation of the animal’s head with respect to the sound source changes
all the time. Hence, sound localization during motion constitutes an even bigger challenge
for our brains than static sound localization. Nonetheless, in neuroscience both aspects
have so far been studied separately, limiting our understanding of sound localization during active navigation.
In the following sections, I will briefly describe the neuronal circuits that are involved
in the processing of the binaural cues during sound localization, with emphasis on ITDs –
the cue that was used in the experiments reported in this monograph. In Section 1.1, the
auditory processing stages are presented in the order of the ascending auditory pathway
until the auditory cortex (AC), including a brief discussion on how the information is
transformed throughout. At the end of the section, the ubiquitous feedback connections
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are succinctly mentioned. Subsequently, in Section 1.2, I will focus on the AC, the structure
concerned in this study.

1.1

Circuits for horizontal sound localization in mammals

A sound creates oscillations in the eardrum that are amplified, impedance-matched by
the ossicles and transmitted to the fluid-filled cochlea. Here, inner hair cells transduce
the relative movement of the tectorial membrane and the basilar membrane caused by
mechanical fluid vibrations into bioelectric signals. The latter are transmitted as action
potentials by the axons of the spiral ganglion neurons, also known as auditory nerve
fibers. The responses of the auditory nerve fibers to low frequency sounds exhibit "phase
locking" – action potentials occur in phase with the sound oscillations [10]. This effect
occurs only up to a certain species-specific frequency [11], after which the inner hair cells
cannot follow the fast movement and start acting as low pass filters.
After leaving the cochlea, the auditory nerve fibers enter the brainstem where they
bifurcate in the cochlear nucleus (CN) [12]. The descending pathway innervates the
posterior-ventral and the dorsal cochlear nuclei (PVCN and DCN, respectively). The former is responsible for the analysis of complex tones [13] and the latter for analyzing spectral contrasts and consequently for the monaural sound localization using spectral cues
[14]. The ascending branch, on the other hand, innervates the anterior-ventral cochlear
nucleus (AVCN), where some auditory nerve fibers form connections with bushy cells via
endbulbs of Held. These neurons are phase-locked either to the fine structure of low
frequency sounds or to the envelope of high frequencies. Interestingly, they are better
synchronized to the stimuli than the auditory nerves that innervate them [15].
The ipsilateral medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) receives glutamatergic
projections from the contralateral globular bushy cells (for an extensive review see [4])
via the calyx of Held – a very large, fast and efficient synapse. The glycinergic neurons in
the MNTB project to the ipsilateral lateral superior olive (LSO) where they converge with
the ipsilateral glutamatergic spherical bushy cells. This circuit consists of an ipsilateral
excitation and a contralateral inhibition, resulting in a subtraction process. The firing rate
of LSO neurons is high if the sound comes from the ipsilateral side, whereas their response
is inhibited by a contralateral sound – a mechanism that works mainly for ILDs and consequently for high frequencies. The low frequency part of the LSO is sensitive to IPDs [16],
yet the medial superior olive (MSO) is the main responsible for their processing. MSO
neurons, similar to the LSO, receive excitatory connections from the ipsilateral spherical
bushy cells and inhibitory projections from the ipsilateral MNTB; however, they get additional excitatory projections from the contralateral spherical bushy cells and inhibitory
inputs from the ipsilateral lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body which is innervated by the
ipsilateral globular bushy cells. Contrary to the LSO, a MSO neuron has a larger response
for a contralateral sound, maximizing its dynamic range for the physiological ITD values
[17], with the steepest slope at midline (where sound localization was shown to be the
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most accurate [7]). This circuit consists of a coincidence detection scheme precisely timed
by glycinergic inhibition [18–21].
The contralateral-favoring MSO neurons send excitatory projections to the ipsilateral
dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) and inferior colliculus (IC) [22], creating
the contralateral bias observed in the IC and, at a later stage, in the AC. Further reinforcing this contralateral bias, the ipsilateral-favoring LSO neurons send excitatory projections
to the contralateral DNLL and IC and send inhibitory projections to the ipsilateral DNLL
and IC [23, 24]. In the IC, the ipsilateral excitatory MSO inputs are not colocalized with
the contralateral excitatory LSO inputs but rather with the inhibitory ipsilateral LSO inputs. This hints that there is at this stage some integration of ITDs and ILDs although the
majority remains segregated [25]. The IC also receives excitatory projections from the
contralateral AVCN and inhibitory projections from the contralateral DNLL, a circuit that
creates de novo ILD sensitivity [26].
The IC constitutes an auditory information hub, integrating various sound features,
since it receives projections from many auditory processing stages in the brainstem; however, it also receives ascending inputs from non-auditory areas such as somatosensory
[27] and the retina [28], and descending inputs from the AC, as well as from the somatosensory, visual, motor, and prefrontal cortices [29, 30]. In short, the IC is a region of
convergence of many diverse inputs. Furthermore, the ICs from both hemispheres are very
interconnected via the commissural fibers [31]. By cooling of the contralateral IC, these
fibers were shown to be responsible for enhancing the representation of sound location
[32]. Interestingly, such an enhancement via increase in the dynamic range had already
been reported for ITDs earlier in the brainstem, where the sound location representation
was compared between MSO and DNLL [33]. Similarly to the IC, the DNLL also projects
to its contralateral part – mostly inhibitory projections [34] – thereby strengthening the
parallelism.
The IC projects to the superior colliculus (SC), which is responsible for orienting behavior. In this structure an alignment of auditory, visual and somatosensory maps was
observed [35]; however, ITDs do not contribute to this spatial representation [36, 37].
Nonetheless, the main output of the IC is the medial geniculate body (MGB) in the thalamus, which in turn also receives most of its inputs from the IC. These projections are
mainly to the ipsilateral side [38] and are predominantly excitatory, with only 10-30% releasing the inhibitory gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter [39, 40]. Furthermore, the MGB also receives inhibition from the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN)
[41], which has been associated with selective attention [42]. The responses to sounds
presented from varying azimuths were shown not to be significantly different between
MGB and the AC to which MGB mostly projects [43]. However, the spatial tuning becomes sharper when ascending the auditory pathway (from the superior olivary complex
– SOC – to IC and to MGB) [44], and spatial stream segregation becomes more prominent
from the IC to the MGB and to the primary auditory cortex (A1) [45].
A set of experiments demonstrated that the A1 is necessary for localizing sounds. Following unilateral A1 lesions, cats could no longer localize brief noise bursts in the con-
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tralateral hemifield; however, the performance did not drop when longer sounds were
played [46]. Also in ferrets, unilateral A1 lesions resulted in behavioral deficits in localizing a click on the contralateral side, and bilateral lesions caused deficits on both sides
but curiously not in the midline [47]. The results were identical when A1 was reversibly
cooled [48] or reversibly deactivated by the GABA agonist muscimol [49]; furthermore,
as expected, the head orienting behavior was not affected – since it is mediated by the SC.
The sensory information does not only travel in one direction, since in reality the auditory system contains a multitude of feedback connections. Some go all the way from the
AC (mostly layer V and VI) to every sound processing stage like the MGB, IC, nucleus of
the lateral lemniscus, SOC, CN [50] and even modulate the cochlea’s outer hair cells [51].
The corticofugal feedback projections are typically interpreted as modulatory, adapting
the neurons to the statistics of the auditory stimuli [52, 53]. The corticocollicular feedback was also shown to reshape the sensitivity to sound localization, specifically to ILDs
[54] and to be crucial for plasticity during sound localization (re-)learning using broadband noise after occluding one ear (although not essential for an already learned sound
localization behavior) [55]. Other feedback loops occur at the level of the brainstem, such
as the olivocochlear reflex from the SOC to the hair cells, which is thought to be implicated in gain control as protection to acoustic trauma [56]. This loop is itself modulated
by the AC [57] and was shown to be important for sound localization [58]. Many other
feedback connections have been observed in the auditory system, contradicting in part the
canonical view of a hierarchical character and demonstrating its interconnected nature.
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Auditory cortex

Despite being a sensory area, the auditory cortex is highly interconnected with other brain
regions [59] and is modulated by the internal and behavioral state of the animal. Anesthetized experiments are mostly used to improve the knowledge about sensory encoding
and underlying properties and circuitry. However, to fully understand the capabilities of
the AC, it is necessary to add another layer of complexity by recording in the awake animal
while including meaningful and natural behavior.

1.2.1

Learning from the anesthetized brain

In anesthetized animals, the auditory cortex is typically very silent, with very low spontaneous firing rates [60] (the majority below 1 Hz) and typical responses to sounds being
binary (either zero or one spike per sound presentation) [61]. A1 exhibits a sparse coding with a log-norm firing rate distribution [62] – a code that has been suggested to be
necessary to solve the cocktail party problem [63].
Furthermore, AC neurons in anesthetized cats showed fast stimulus-specific adaptation
by possessing a higher firing rate after a pure tone that is rare (for which they show
hyperacuity) in comparison to when the same sound is frequent; the same effect was
not observed in the thalamus [64]. This is similar to what was described in rodents,
where subthreshold responses to complex sounds showed long-lasting stimulus history
dependence with a decay time of 1 s, which is one order of magnitude slower than what
was observed in the MGB [65].
Regarding the encoding of horizontal auditory space, A1 neurons are predominantly
spatially tuned to contralateral sound-source locations, with a smaller subset tuned to
ipsilateral or frontal positions both in the ferret [60] as well as in the cat [66]. In the
latter, the spatial tuning was shown to be the steepest at the midline [66], supporting the
opponent-channel coding model [17]. In the rat, despite finding qualitatively the same
phenomenon of the midline being represented by the steepest slope of the spatial tuning,
all neurons were reported to be exclusively contralaterally tuned [67]. Interestingly, ILDs
and spectral cues were shown to be processed linearly in A1 [68]; however, such a linear
model did not predict as well neuronal responses of EE neurons (which predominantly receive excitatory inputs from both ears), associated with ITD encoding [60]. This suggests
that these possess non-linearities in their neuronal responses.
In a typical experiment, only one auditory feature is modulated at a time; however,
in reality, neurons respond to a combination of several features. This was shown for the
ferrets’ A1 neurons, whose firing rates simultaneously encoded changes in pitch, timbre
and egocentric location of sounds in a non-linear fashion [69], a potential neuronal basis
for the formation of auditory objects. Furthermore, AC neurons robustly encoded one
of these features while the others were varied via multiplexing: several features were
unambiguously represented by the same neuron, each feature encoded at a different time
response window [70] – a possible explanation for perceptual stability.
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A1 is also a region of multisensory integration, arising from its interconnection with
other sensory areas, such as the visual cortex. These projections are probably responsible
for the enhancement of sound localization when paired with concurrent visual stimuli
[71].

1.2.2

Introducing natural behavior

The auditory cortex and specifically its encoding of azimuthal sound location were often
studied in anesthetized animals [72–75]. However, several studies have shown changes
relative to the anesthetized condition in neuronal responses of the AC in awake humans
[76], monkeys [77, 78], cats [79] and rodents [80].
Already in the 1950s, an anecdotal article reported the existence of "attention units"
that only fire if the "cat pays attention to the sound source" [81]. Accordingly, since then,
it was repeatedly shown that not only anesthesia influences firing rates but also the behavioral and internal state of the animal. For example, in the mouse, motherhood induced
plasticity in the parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory neurons, whose preferred frequency
changed by one octave, resulting in stronger responses of the pyramidal neurons to pups
vocalizations [82]. Moreover, sleeping decreased the firing rate of A1 neurons in monkeys
[77, 78], as well as passively listening to sounds in comparison to performing a simple
sound detection task [77, 83].
Interestingly, the modality to which attention is directed also shapes neuronal activity,
since attending to auditory information differently influenced the magnetoencephalography (MEG) responses of the human AC in comparison to when attending to visual information [84]. Not only the attended modality can influence neuronal responses, but also
the sound feature within the auditory modality to which one is attending. A study that
included behavioral relevance showed that pre-stimulus activity in the A1 of rats encoded
the selection rule between two possible tasks: pitch discrimination and sound localization
– suggesting pre-activation of different task-specific neuronal networks [85].
The dynamic temporal character of AC must also be taken into account during its
study: rapid changes in the order of seconds to a few minutes have been observed in
the neuronal responses for the attended frequency during a task [86]. These changes
corresponded either to an increase or to a decrease in the firing rate depending on whether
the task was associated to an avoidance or an approach behavior, respectively [87]. This
could be related to projections from the amygdala to the TRN, which were shown to
amplify cortical sound responses [88]. Alternatively, the direct glutamatergic projections
from the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) [89] could be responsible for such changes, since
pairing OFC stimulation with sounds resulted in rapid frequency-specific enhancement of
A1 activity [90].
The stimulus-specific adaptation reported in the anesthetized condition [64] also occurred for awake non-trained monkeys; however, curiously, it was not as evident for
trained ones [83] and it was also reduced for mice engaged in a sound detection task
in comparison to passive listening [91], suggesting that top-down modulation reduces
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such effect. Interestingly, the monkeys’ AC neurons in a passive situation also showed
adaptation in the context of sound localization, by shifting their best IPD depending on
the previous one – a mechanism that could be at the origin of perception of sound-source
motion [92].
Similar to results from the anesthetized AC, multisensory responses are also present
in the AC of behaving animals. The auditory stimuli were enhanced in the AC of alert
monkeys when presented with matched visual stimuli, whereas the neuronal information
decreased when there was a mismatch between the two [93]. Furthermore, sensorimotor
encoding was observed in a sizable fraction of AC neurons in a monkey performing an
auditory discrimination task [94]. Intriguingly, multisensory integration in AC appears to
be gated by attention to the auditory modality given that specific task-related somatosensory and visual cues were encoded in the AC of monkeys exclusively when the task was
auditory and not in its visual version (despite the cues being present in both versions)
[95].
Sensory perception is an active process that involves movement [96]. Hence, the AC
also processes information when an animal is moving. Since sounds can be a consequence
of self-movement, it would be advantageous for the AC to suppress those signals. Accordingly, movement was reported to decrease the firing rate in the AC of monkeys, including
"very small" movements, such as "postural adjustments, stretching, yawning, chewing,
grooming" [78]. Later, several other studies confirmed this initial observation. In mice,
both the excitation as well as the inhibition in layers 2/3 were reduced when the mouse
was active [97]. Additionally, a corollary discharge circuit involving the secondary motor
cortex was proposed to be responsible for the firing rate reduction in the A1 excitatory
neurons [98]. This phenomenon was also observed in the human AC, where the MEG
responses decreased to sounds that were self-triggered [99]. Similar firing rate reductions
were also observed in the IC [100] and in the MGB [101]. These could be a consequence
of feedback connections from the AC [102] or direct inputs from motor areas [30].
The neuronal spatial tuning curves in awake monkeys maintained the same distribution as in anesthetized, with the majority of the neurons being contralaterally tuned and a
minority tuned to the front or ipsilaterally [103]. In a study where monkeys had to lateralize IPDs [104], no shift in the best IPD was observed during task performance relative to
passively listening; however, a small subset of neurons shifted the midpoint of the neurometric curve without a net change in the steepness of their slope. Furthermore, the firing
rate of most neurons increased during behavior in relation to a passive situation. In this
study, however, the conclusions cannot be generalized into a sound localization situation
since the animals were performing a relatively easier lateralization task. Another study
investigated the change of the spatial tuning curves during a switch between a simple
sound detection task and an actual sound localization task [103]. They observed that a
small subset of neurons showed significantly different firing rates between the two tasks
– most of which corresponded to a location-specific increase during sound localization. A
similar study performed in the AC of cats, showed that a significant proportion of neurons
sharpened their sensitivity during a sound localization task in comparison to a passive
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condition and to a periodicity detection task [105]. A stark difference between these experiments is that in the first two studies the spatial tuning curves were constructed during
the task performance, whereas in the latter the cat had to localize in the elevation and
only afterwards the azimuthal space was probed, a time period during which the animal
was out of task.
Sound localization has been the subject of several decades of research in various
species of bats, especially in the context of echolocation [106]. The latter involves active
sound production by the animal, which is then reflected differently by different objects,
thereby allowing the perception of the surrounding environment. Recording these emitted
sounds constitutes an opportunity to investigate to what the animal is attending and therefore to better understand auditory scene analysis. Some species, such as the mouse-eared
bats, besides the echolocation, also take advantage of prey-produced sounds to localize
them by reducing the amplitude of their own echolocation sound when approaching the
prey [107]. Neuronally, this duality in sound localization is also present: AC neurons
of the pallid bat were responsive to both ultrasounds (30-40 kHz - corresponding to the
echolocation frequencies) and to lower frequencies (10-15 kHz - for passive listening).
Moreover, the neuronal spatial tuning was suggested to depend on whether the animal is
echolocating or listening passively [108]. Interestingly, in the AC of the Phyllostomus discolor, a small percentage of neurons were shown to be object-size invariant [109], hinting
that auditory object formation starts to occur at the level of AC also in bats.
In sum, these effects indicate that the AC is highly modulated by behavioral state,
meaning and context.
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Motivation

Information about the position of sensory objects is vital to navigate the environment. Furthermore, localizing the associated sounds contributes to the holistic perception of those
objects. A large number of studies performed on sound localization were conducted on
anesthetized animals [72, 73, 75, 110] or when they were head-fixed and passively being exposed to auditory stimuli [79, 111, 112]. Nonetheless, movement is an integral
part of real-life localization behavior [96]; yet this component is often neglected. Strikingly, despite self-movement constantly altering the egocentric sound-source location, the
perception of the source position remains stable relative to the world coordinates, i.e. is
allocentric. A recent study provided first hints that allocentric representation components
are present in a small subset of A1 neurons [113]. In this study, freely moving ferrets were
simply exposed to sounds while foraging for water, with the sound source location being
irrelevant for their behavior in this context. However, engagement in localizing sounds
was shown to change the corresponding neuronal responses in the auditory cortex [103–
105]. Thus, how sound-sources are spatially represented in the A1 during unrestricted
movement, selective listening and active sound localization remains elusive.
To shed light on this, this thesis reports on experiments in which neuronal activity
was recorded in freely exploring animals that were selectively listening to different sound
sources. For these experiments, we have developed a novel paradigm – the Sensory Island
Task (SIT) for sound localization. In this paradigm, freely moving animals are trained to
actively localize sounds from sources with distinct task identities (i.e., associated with distinct behavioral outcomes) that only differ in their allocentric locations. Importantly, the
egocentric information on its own is insufficient to solve the task of identifying the rewardassociated loudspeaker (see Fig. 2.1 below). We hypothesize that besides the canonical
egocentric contralateral spatial tuning, there also exists a sound-source specific tuning, i.e.
an allocentric and reward modulated tuning.
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Publications

During the course of this PhD, I was first (co-)author in the following two articles:
• D. N. Ferreiro*, D. Amaro*, D. Schmidtke, A. Sobolev, P. Gundi, L. Belliveau, A.
Sirota, B. Grothe and M. Pecka (2020) Sensory Island Task (SIT): A New Behavioral
Paradigm to Study Sensory Perception and Neural Processing in Freely Moving Animals.
Front. Behav. Neurosci. 14, 576154. doi:10.3389/fnbeh.2020.576154
• D. Amaro, D. N. Ferreiro, B. Grothe and M. Pecka (2020) Diverse spatial representations in primary auditory cortex during active localization simultaneously code source
location and identity. bioRχiv (preprint - submitted) doi:10.1101/2021.01.05.425444
*These authors have contributed equally to this work
In the first article (appendix B) I was responsible for the development of the paradigm
in its sound localization version, including programming the script to run the task, developing the training protocol and gathering the data. In the frequency single and multiple
islands versions, I programmed the code for the task. I analyzed all the data presented in
the paper, with the exception of the LFP data and the effect in performance of the position
of the target island in the previous trial. Furthermore, I was part of the team that prepared
the figures and wrote the manuscript.
In the second article, I performed the experiments and gathered the data, analyzed the
results and generated the figures. I also played a key role in writing the manuscript.
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Outline

This thesis reports both on the development of a sound localization behavioral paradigm as
well as on the behavioral and neuronal findings acquired by its implementation. Inspired
by previous studies from other groups [114, 115] and by preliminary data acquired in
a frequency discrimination task by Lucile Belliveau [116] during her PhD in our group,
I developed and established a sound localization behavioral paradigm during my PhD.
The paradigm is described extensively in the Chapter 2 – Methods, together with the
algorithms used for the task and for video-tracking and with the data analysis procedures
developed for this paradigm.
In the Chapter 3 – Results, the performance during the behavioral task is analyzed
(Section 3.1), including controls to test the nature of the reported perception. Next, I describe quantitatively the locomotive behavior during task performance and compare these
measures between background area and target island (Section 3.2). In this chapter, I also
report on some general properties of the neuronal data acquired such as latencies and
types of neurons observed and corresponding firing characteristics (Section 3.3). Subsequently, I introduce the large variety of spatial tunings of the recorded neurons and provide
insight about how some of these spatial tuning curves arise. After analyzing the temporal
complexity that some neurons exhibited, I show some examples of neurons with specific
spatial tuning curves throughout time. Afterwards, population response rates are analyzed, specifically during comparisons between active loudspeakers, behavioral decisions
when in the target island and spontaneous firing rate in engaged and passive situations.
At last, an artificial neural network is implemented combining all the observed phenomena into a common framework. Furthermore, the decoding performance is analyzed in
the temporal domain and its dependence on specific neuronal spatial tuning classes determined.
In the Chapter 4 – Discussion, I summarize the most important findings and discuss
the most curious and interesting phenomena observed. Moreover, I present future perspectives for this line of investigation.

CHAPTER 2

Methods
2.1

Behavioral paradigm: Sensory Island Task (SIT)

SIT is a novel behavioral paradigm for probing sensory perception in unrestrained selfmoving and actively engaged animals. In SIT, the freely moving animal is first exposed
to a specific background stimulus containing the property of interest to be investigated
[117]. The animal is trained to search for an unknown area in the arena (target island)
that prompts a change into the target stimulus, and to report the detection of the target
stimulus by remaining in the target island for a determined time interval (sit-time). The
position of the target island is random and changes every trial, making the stimulus change
the only useful cue to finish a trial (and not the memorization of the position of the
target island). After correctly reporting the detection of the target stimulus, the animal is
rewarded with a food pellet that is automatically dropped in the arena from an overhead
food dispenser. Due to the impossibility of predicting where a food pellet bounces to after
hitting the arena’s floor, no specific region in the arena is associated with the reward.
Every trial is limited in time, after which the position of the target island is changed.
Several versions of SIT were developed using different cues of interest, specifically: sound
frequency, sound-source allocentric (world-based reference frame) location and grating
orientation (visual SIT).

2.1.1

Auditory SIT in the sound localization version: aSITloc

My thesis focused primarily on the SIT version where the varying cue was the allocentric
location of the active sound-source.
A previous study [118] showed a reduction in the spontaneous activity of neurons in
the AC of gerbils exclusively when a trial was voluntarily initiated by the animal, resulting
in an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio and thus an improvement in signal detection. A
result which was later confirmed in the rat [119]. Furthermore, spatial tuning in the AC
sharpens when the animal is actively engaged in an auditory task [105]. With this in mind,
and since we intended to combine the behavior with electrophysiological recordings in the
AC, an initiation platform was added to the paradigm, allowing the gerbil to self-initiate a
trial by staying on top of it for 1 s.
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After trial initiation, in aSITloc , one of two loudspeakers was active at a given moment and both played exactly the same sound, corresponding the background stimulus to
the sound being played from one loudspeaker and the target stimulus to the sound being
played from the other loudspeaker (Fig. 2.1a). Importantly, the animal must use allocentric information to solve the task, since the egocentric information is not sufficient to find
which is the rewarded-associated (target) loudspeaker (Fig. 2.1b). The loudspeakers were
placed as farther apart as possible to facilitate the task (diametrically opposed — 180◦ angle separation from the center of the arena). Furthermore, the animal was allowed 60 s to
finish a trial. After this limit and if the animal had not yet been successful, a 10 s time-out
was triggered during which a low-pass filtered (<1.5kHz) noise was played to the animal
and this could not initiate a new trial.

a

Initiation
platform

b

α

α
α α

Background
Target

Reward

Figure 2.1 – aSITloc a Schematic representation. Figure adapted from [117] b Egocentric information is not
sufficient to solve the task – representation of two possible locations of the animal per active loudspeaker, all
four depictions correspond to the same egocentric location of the active loudspeaker

In accordance with the aim of introducing ecological elements to the paradigm, such as
free movement and distinct behavioral relevance for different stimuli, we chose the stimuli
to possess a naturalistic character, namely we opted for harmonic complex sounds. These
are very common in nature, in particular during vocalizations. Moreover, harmonic complexes were shown to elicit response facilitation in A1 neurons with harmonically related
multi-peaks if these were stimulated at the frequencies of the multi-peaks, in the marmoset [120]. We low-pass filtered the harmonic complex sound below 1.5 kHz to ensure
that ITDs were the only sound localization cue used. We chose 147±4 Hz as fundamental
frequency since it allows for enough harmonics to be played as stimulus (10 harmonics
below 1.5 kHz, in the ITD regime) and for still being within the hearing range of gerbils
[121]. A roving of 4 Hz was added to the fundamental frequency to prevent the animals
from picking up possible slight differences between the loudspeakers and using them to
solve the task instead of the sound localization cue. For the same reason, we also rove
the sound intensity by 5 dB. Because of the great importance of onset ITDs for sound localization [122], sounds played during the task were pulsed. Furthermore, if they were
to be continuous, other cues such as a discontinuity in the sound when it switched to the
opposite loudspeaker could be used to solve the task, which was not desirable. Each sound
was 57 ms long with a 5 ms on- and offset cosine ramp to avoid spectral splatter [123]. A
repetition rate of 4 Hz — a new sound onset every 250 ms — was considered fast enough
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to enable the animal to complete the task (and not run through the target island without
hearing once the target loudspeaker) while allowing enough time for analysis of the spikes
relative to each sound.
A green LED was attached to each loudspeaker to signal to the gerbil where the target
loudspeaker was located, which we later concluded not to be relevant for the behaving
gerbils (see Section 3.1.1). This cannot be assigned to a possible poor vision of gerbils
since their visual system is considered well adapted to diurnal conditions [124]. Furthermore, green was chosen as the LEDs’ color because the gerbils’ spectral sensitivity has a
peak at ≈500 nm [125], which corresponds to green.
The allocentric location of both loudspeakers was kept constant throughout the experiments, as well as the identity of each loudspeaker (rewarded loudspeaker) in the training
phase. However, for some animals during the test phase, the identity of the loudspeakers
was swapped for some trials (catch trials - see Section 3.1.2).

Choice of spatial cue – ITDs

The neuronal representations of ITDs and ILDs at the level of the AC are only partially
independent of each other [126, 127]. Due to the high complexity of the experiment and
posterior analysis and to reduce co-varying cues, the scope of this study was therefore
limited to one of the sound localization mechanisms.
Understanding the cocktail party effect – a phenomenon in which people can selectively listen to a conversation – has been a longstanding objective of auditory neuroscience. Localizing the conversation in space is essential to solve this problem [128].
Additionally, during human speech the power is concentrated at low frequencies (<4 kHz)
[3] where ITDs (<2 kHz) are mainly used; therefore, we focused our investigation on this
sound localization mechanism. Moreover, we often move our head or inclusively our body
when listening to a conversation, thus making this sound localization mechanism relevant
to be studied in the context of self-movement.

Choice of animal model

Despite not vocalizing in the ITD regime, gerbils use ITDs to localize low frequency sounds
(<1.5 kHz) [129]. This is in contrast to most rodents which only hear in the high frequency regime and therefore use ILDs for sound localization. Furthermore, gerbils were
already shown to be able to report localization of low frequency sounds masked in noise
[130] and lateralization of sounds based on ITDs [129]. The acuity in localizing low frequency sounds in the horizontal plane was determined to be 14°, which corresponds to a
21 µs ITD [131]. Consequently, for their small size, for being easily trained and for having a similar audiogram to that of humans, gerbils were considered the adequate model
organism to answer our proposed questions.
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Auditory SIT in the frequency version: aSITf req

In aSITf req , the property of interest that was changed with the position of the animal was
the frequency of the played sound, since we were interested in assessing frequency-change
detection. A trial was started at a random time within 15 s of the end of the previous one.
Afterwards, the active loudspeaker – always the same throughout all sessions – started
playing the background pure tone (20 kHz) until the animal entered the randomly located
target island, which triggered a change to the target frequency (660 Hz). Similarly to
aSITloc , the animal had to remain within this island for 6 s to be rewarded. Furthermore,
also in this version of SIT the sounds lasted 57 ms and were repeated at a rate of 4 Hz
being roved 5 dB in amplitude. The two major differences in relation to aSITloc besides
the property of interest were the non-existence of an initiation platform (given that we
did not intend to implant animals in this frequency task) and the implementation of the
final values of island size and sit-time since the very beginning of training (compare to
Section 2.1.5). Perhaps the combination of both aspects together with the higher salience
of a change in frequency allowed a much shorter training time. The animals were already
performing above chance at the end of the first session.

a

b
20000 Hz
460 Hz
860 Hz
1060 Hz
1320 Hz
660 Hz

Figure 2.2 – Schematic representation of aSITf r eq in the a single island version; b multiple island version.
Figure adapted from [117]

To investigate frequency perception and how specifically the animals associated a frequency with reward, we next introduced the multiple island aSITf req . In this version, three
extra islands corresponding to different frequencies (460, 860, 1060 and 1320 Hz) were
simultaneously present in the arena. Also here, the position of the islands was pseudorandomly distributed and differed between trials. Importantly, only the target frequency
(660 Hz) was rewarded and terminated the trial when the animal remained in it for longer
than the sit-time (6 s).
The training in this version of SIT was performed by Dardo Ferreiro and Paula Gundi,
whereas I was responsible to program the training script and for analyzing the data. These
experiments are thoroughly described in [117] (see appendix for complete paper).
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Behavioral setup

The behavioral experiments were conducted in a custom-made setup (Fig. 2.3), which included an elevated circular arena with 92 cm diameter inside a sound-attenuating chamber. The wooden floor of the arena was painted with matte black paint to minimize light
reflections that could compromise the online tracking of the animal. The arena was surrounded by perforated metal black walls (height: 16 cm) to minimize possible wave interference related to sound reflections on the walls. To prevent gerbils from jumping out of
the arena, PVC walls covered with matte black vinyl sticker were firmly fixed on top of the
perforated walls up to a 75 cm height around the arena with the exception of a section in
which the PVC wall was detachable to allow the experimenter to easily access the interior
of the arena. To achieve homogeneous lighting conditions, essential for a good tracking
performance, a white light LED-stripe was glued to the top of the PVC walls covering the
full 360◦ around the arena. This minimized shadows, which would difficult the process of
tracking the animal’s position.

Figure 2.3 – Behavioral arena

Both loudspeakers (Aurasound NSW1-205-8A 1" Extended Range) and corresponding
green LEDs were located just outside of the perforated walls (∼5 cm from the wall), opposite to each other. The loudspeakers were calibrated in a way to have similar intensities for
all the frequencies of the complex sounds and equal for both loudspeakers when measured
at the center of the arena.
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The initiation platform was located peripherally near the wall and equidistant to both
loudspeakers. This circular structure was ≈1 cm high and had a 12 cm diameter, similar
to the length of a gerbil’s body.
A custom-made food dispenser located 1 m above the arena was used to reward the
animal (half of a sunflower seed or 20 mg, TestDiet LabTab AIN-76A). The dispenser
consisted of two circular metal plates, the lower one was fixed and had one small circular
opening, whereas the upper one had 45 similar openings, one of which aligned with
the one in the lower plate allowing the pellet to be dropped when the upper plate was
automatically rotated. This system allowed for a maximum of 44 pellets to be dropped
consecutively without the need to restock. Consequently, most of the behavioral sessions
corresponded to either 44 or 88 successful trials depending on whether the dispenser was
in the meantime refilled.
Two video cameras (FL3-U3-13Y3M-C, Point Grey Research Inc.) were fixed to the ceiling of the chamber 1.3 m distant from the floor of the arena and approximately centered in
relation to it, allowing the visualization of the whole arena. One of the cameras was used
for tracking the position of the animal during the experiment, whereas the other recorded
the video used for post-hoc analysis. The 1280×960 px grayscale images captured by the
former were acquired at a frame rate of 4 fps, since they were used to calculate which
stimulus should be presented to the animal and were therefore associated to the stimuli
presentation, which occurred every 250 ms. The frame rate used for video recording was
either 15 or 20 fps, since a better time resolution was required for the analysis of the
gerbil’s orientation and behavior.

Behavioral tracking

The custom-made online tracking scripts were developed in MATLAB. The main script
terminated after a determined number of seeds or a certain time period — whichever
condition was first fulfilled — both variables set at the beginning of the session. The
possibility of manual termination was also implemented for an unplanned situation.
Before each session three background images were captured: one with the target
loudspeaker-associated LED on, the following with the background loudspeaker-associated
LED on and at last, one with exclusively the LED-stripe on. After image acquisition, one of
these background-images was subtracted from the newly acquired frame. The appropriate
background-image was chosen to match the situation at each moment: either the image
without loudspeaker-associated LEDs on was used for the time periods between trials, or
the image with the target/background loudspeaker-associated LED on when the animal
was in/outside the target island during trials. This was necessary because if the lightning
of the background-image had not perfectly matched the one of the newly acquired frame,
these different lightning conditions would have made the tracking less reliable.
After background subtraction, the resulting image was filtered to eliminate the area
outside of the circular arena and then it was luminance-thresholded and converted into a
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binary image. The value for the threshold was chosen so as to maximize the area covered
by the animal while still minimizing the inherent image acquisition noise.
Often the fur of the gerbil contained darker areas with similar luminance to the background, which resulted in holes or the splitting of the area corresponding to the animal
in two or more disconnected components. To fill in the holes and/or connect adjacent
disconnected components, a morphological closing operation was applied to the whole
image with a 9 px radius disk as the structuring element. Subsequently, the image was
morphologically opened with the same structuring element. This operation resulted in the
removal of most of the noise from the image as well as of the animal’s tail, whose position
would have undesirably influenced the tracked position of the animal. All objects (i.e.
adjoining horizontal, vertical and diagonal pixels with value 1 were considered the same
object) were detected and the one with the largest area was considered corresponding to
the gerbil. The centroid of this object was then relayed as the position of the gerbil.
The main script was divided in two main sections, each corresponding to a while-loop:
the first ran during the inter-trials and the second during the trials. During each inter-trial
loop, the position of the animal was determined as explained in the previous paragraph.
Afterwards it was verified whether the gerbil was on top of the initiation platform and if
so, whether for longer than 1 s — if that was the case, the program would go out of the
loop and continued into the next section, otherwise the process was repeated. This section
was not bound to the stimulus presentation and therefore an image was acquired at a rate
as fast as a loop was processed ( 7.5Hz).
The target island position was then pseudo-randomly chosen from a uniform distribution as explained in appendix A and not overlapping with the initiation platform. This
non-overlap was chosen due to the behavioral bias of gerbils, which during a trial spent
more time on the initiation platform than in all other areas.
At the beginning of the trial section, the target associated-LED was turned on as well
as another LED whose terminals’ voltage drop was read by an Arduino Uno connected to
another computer. This signal triggered the video recording via Bonsai [132] which lasted
until the LEDs were turned off at the end of the trial.
During each trial loop, after determining the position of the animal as previously described, it was verified whether this position coincided with the target island; if that was
the case, a sound from the target loudspeaker would be played, otherwise that same sound
was played from the background loudspeaker. Subsequently, a waiting period was implemented to fill in up to the 250 ms desired time interval between sound onsets, ensuring
jitter of the sound could not be used as a cue to finish the task.
The estimated time difference between image acquisition and the stimulus being played
is 53 ms, which corresponds to a maximum animal displacement of 3 cm (considering the
upper bound of the speed distribution — see Fig. 3.9).
At the end of every loop, all the image frames in the memory buffer were deleted to
ensure that the processed image frame, which would result in the stimulus during trials,
was the most recent one and therefore that the actual (and not the past) position of the
animal translated into the correct loudspeaker being played.
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In case the animal was in the target, the time that condition was fulfilled was calculated
and if longer than the pre-determined sit-time, the motor of the food dispenser would be
activated and the trial considered complete. Given that at the beginning of the training
the sit-time was very short, the same sound was played during another 2 s (8 repetitions)
after the correct termination of a trial, for the animal to get exposed to sound being played
from the target loudspeaker.
As soon as the time inside the trial while-loop reached the maximum trial duration,
the trial was terminated and a noise sound (low-pass filtered below 1.5 kHz) was played
for 10 s by the target loudspeaker, during which a new trial could not be initiated.
At the end of each trial, the information on the position of the gerbil, timestamps,
which loudspeaker was active at each time point and general information on the arena,
sit-time and target island were recorded for posterior analysis.

2.1.4

Animal model: Mongolian gerbils

All experiments were performed exclusively on male Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) as a result of being larger and heavier than females and consequently being able to
carry more weight on their heads, corresponding to the implant (2 g), headstage (3 g) and
battery (6–10 g). Electrophysiological experiments were conducted on 5 animals, while 9
other animals also took part on the behavior experiments.
The gerbils were from the wild-type breeding colony of the Biocenter of the LudwigMaximilians-Universität München. Animals used in behavioral experiments were housed
in groups of 3 to 4 males in a 60x40x25 cm transparent cage with nesting material such as
wood shavings as bedding, a small plastic opaque house, and paper, cardboard and cotton
pellets as environment enrichment. After the implantation surgery, the animals were kept
in individual cages to prevent others from damaging the implant.
The animal facility room where the cages with the animals were stored was kept at a
temperature of 22.4◦ C and 66% humidity with 12 h light/dark cycles. The experiments
were conducted during the light phase of the cycle. The animals were required to be at
least 8 weeks old to begin the training. Gerbils had unrestricted access to water with the
exception of when they were in the setup. Food was provided as pellets ad libitum until
the training phase started, after which animals were only allowed food as rewards for
correct trials (half of a sunflower seed or 20 mg, TestDiet LabTab AIN-76A) and during
weekends. The weight of every gerbil was measured daily to ensure it did not to drop
more than 5% between consecutive training days and to maintain it within the desired
range: 60–80 g.
All procedures were approved in accordance with the stipulations of the German animal welfare law (Tierschutzgesetz - AZ 55.2-1-54-2532-74-2016).
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Behavioral training

To reduce the stress and increase the exploration behavior since the beginning of the
training, I initially handled the animals for 3–5 days (≈45 min each session), during which
they stayed in the animal facility room inside their cage. During this period, the animals
got used to being held by humans and were introduced to sunflower seeds — which was
not part of their diet until that point, and was from then on used as a reward. This process
was followed by a one-day habituation period where they were transported to the lab and
placed for 10-20 min inside the arena, where previously several sunflower seeds had been
scattered.
Furthermore, the animals had to be taught how to self-initiate a trial. With this objective, during 4-5 sessions as soon as the animal stayed on top of the initiation platform
for 1 s, a reward was administered and a harmonic complex sound was played from the
target loudspeaker for 3 s.
When the animal started to go consecutively to the initiation platform, the aSITloc task
was introduced (as described in Section 2.1.1). At first, the target island was very large
(42 cm diameter, ≈ 21% of the arena surface) and the sit-time required very short (0.5 s).
While the target island was successively reduced (up to 25 cm diameter, ≈ 7% of the arena
surface), the sit-time was simultaneously increased (up to 6 s - 8 s for gerbil 3) until the
final parameters were reached after ≈ 15 sessions.
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Electrophysiological recordings
Tetrode bundle construction

Each tetrode bundle which was later implanted in the auditory cortex consisted of four
tetrodes glued together (Fig. 2.4). Each tetrode was composed of a very thin insulated
tungsten wire (12.7 µm diameter, tungsten 99.95%, California Fine Wire), which was
twice folded, mechanically twisted and the tips cut with a sharp scissor. The loose tips
were then briefly burnt to remove the electrical insulation. This resulted practically in four
very thin wires twisted around each other on the end that entered the brain (twisted part
≈16mm ) and 4 non-twisted non-isolated loose wires on the other end which were then
inserted and connected (silver conductive paint, SCP03B, Electrolube) to a custom-made
printed circuit board (PCB) with an Omnetics connector (Axona) previously attached to
a lightweight microdrive (250 µm/turn, Axona). Later, a ground wire was soldered to
the PCB. The loose wires together with the PCB and the connection of the ground wire
were covered with dental cement (Paladur, Kulzer) for protection. The twisted part of
the tetrodes which was not inserted into the brain was covered and protected by an inner
cannula. The later was surrounded by an outer cannula, which during the surgery was
cemented to the skull and allowed the inner cannula to move inside it together with the
tetrodes whenever the depth of the recordings was changed. On the day previous to the
surgery, the twisted tips of the tetrodes were cut with very sharp scissors to the desired
length (5mm after the end of the outer cannula) and gold plated (NanoZ™ , White Matter
LLD; ADPT-nanoZ-NN-16, Multi Channel Systems; Non-Cyanide Gold Plating Solution,
Neuralynx) to reach the desired impedance of 100–150 kOhm (at 1 kHz). On the day of
the surgery a drop of DiI was applied to the tip of the tetrodes (this step was not performed
in every surgery) for posterior reconstruction and the implant was kept in the dark until
the implantation.

Figure 2.4 – Images of an implant tetrode bundle a during its construction; b after its construction and before
the implantation.
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Surgery

Initially a drop of analgesic (meloxicam) was placed on top of a sunflower seed, which was
then given to the gerbil. Afterwards, the gerbil was anesthetized with an intraperitoneal
injection of a mixture of midazolam (7.5 mg/kg), metedomidin (0.15 mg/kg) and fentanyl (0.03 mg/kg). This mixture was subcutaneously re-injected (one third of the initial
dosage) every 90 min to maintain the level of anesthesia, together with 0.5 ml of saline to
keep the animal hydrated. Additionally, the paw pinch and eye lid reflexes were regularly
verified to ensure an adequate depth of anesthesia. To maintain its body temperature, the
animal was placed on top of a microwave-heated heating pad while its head was shaved
and disinfected. In the meantime, the eyes were covered with an ophthalmic gel (ThiloTears SE, Alcon Pharma Gmbh), which kept them protected and hydrated. One leg was
shaved to enable the monitorization of the heart rate and of the oxygenation level through
a pulsoximeter during the entire surgery. Bupivacain (150µl) was next subcutaneously injected below the skin on top of the skull along the midline, where the skin would be cut,
and below the skin near the ears because of the pressure that the ear bars usually inflict
in that region.
Subsequently, the animal was transferred to the stereotactic apparatus where its head
was fixed through ears and bite bars and its temperature read by a rectal thermometer
and kept constant at 37◦ C using a feedback controlled electric heat pad (Harvard Apparatus). The animal was provided with extra oxygen during the whole surgery (except during
drilling, for safety reasons) since fentanyl causes respiratory depression. To maintain the
environment sterile, all the reusable instruments and consumables had been previously
autoclaved and I wore hair net, gown, mask and gloves throughout the surgery. After
cutting the scalp through the midline with a scalpel, some skin was removed on the side
of the implant, making sure to leave enough to cover the borders of the implant at the
end of the surgery. With a bone curette, the periosteum was removed and the left temporal muscle detached and retracted downwards with the help of biodegradable gel foam
and skin retractors, ensuring a dry lateral bone surface. The neck muscle was detached
from the occipital bone where the ground screw was inserted, given that this muscle can
create artifacts in the electrophysiological recordings. Afterwards, 35% phosphoric acid
(iBOND® etch 35 gel, Kulzer) was carefully applied to the bone in order not to touch
any skin or muscle and thoroughly washed away. Following stereotactic alignment, the
most rostromedial point of the craniotomy was marked 4mm rostral and 4.5mm lateral
to lambda and a 3×3 mm craniotomy contour was drawn with a surgical pen. A basin
was then built of UV cured two-component cement (3M™ RelyX™ Unicem 2 Self-Adhesive
Resin Cement cured with BA Optima 10 LED curing light, B.A. International) around the
left lateral bone to avoid saline to laterally drain from the craniotomy and thus prevent
the brain from drying.
Before starting drilling, 100 µl lidocain 2% was applied on the skull. At least two small
structural screws were fixated to the left frontal and right parietal bones and the ground
screw to the occipital bone, gently touching the brain. After performing the craniotomy
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and durotomy, the tetrode bundle was lowered by an automatic micromanipulator (Scientifica IVM Triple) at a velocity of 2 µm/s either vertically from 2.9 mm rostral and 6.2 mm
lateral to lambda up to a depth of 0.9 mm or at a 25◦ angle from 3 mm rostral and 4.6 mm
lateral to lambda up to a depth of 1.2 mm. Next, the craniotomy was filled with an antiseptic biologically inert lubricant (KY-Jelly). The craniotomy, the drive base, the outer
tetrode-protecting cannula and the screws were then carefully covered with dental cement
(Paladur, Kulzer), making sure not to let it drain to the skin or muscles. If necessary, a
suture was performed to the skin on the most caudal part of the implant. After quickly
soldering the ground screw wire to the implant, the anesthesia was antagonized with a
subcutaneous injection of a mixture of atipamezol (0.375 mg/kg), flumazenil (0.4 mg/kg)
and naloxone (0.5 mg/kg), together with 0.5 ml of glucose 5% for hydration and faster
recuperation and meloxicam (0.2 mg/kg) as an analgesic.
The animal was subsequently transferred to an infrared light-heated surgery-prepared
cage without a grating, since the implant could get stuck in it. The cage was covered with
surgical tissue instead of wood shavings, and soft food and water were available.
During the five days following the surgery, the animal was observed twice a day and
the implantation score-sheet filled in daily. Antibiotics (7.5 mg/kg, enrofloxacin) and
analgesic (20 mg/kg, metamizol) were orally administered by placing a drop on top a
sunflower seed which was fed to the gerbil. During this recovery period, the animals were
not trained and had food and water ad libitum.

2.2.3

Electrophysiological recordings during task performance

After allowing 5 days for the animal to recover from the surgery, the recording of the
electrophysiological data started. Initially, a battery (W2100-B-200mAh-BB or W2100-B300mAh-BB, depending on how long the recordings were expected to last) was attached
to the wireless headstage (W2100-HS16, Multichannel Systems), which was then plugged
to the matching connector of the gerbil’s implant. The physiological signals were at first
100× amplified between 1 Hz and 5 kHz and digitized (16-bit resolution) in the headstage
(W2100-HS16, Multichannel Systems). The headstage then wirelessly transmitted the signals to the receiver (W2100-RE-AO, Multichannel Systems) at a sampling rate of 25 kHz.
The receiver passed the physiological information to the interface board (MCS-IFB 3.0
Multiboot, Multichannel Systems), which after integrating the signals with the ones from
the analog and digital inputs, sent them to the computer where they were recorded via
a commercial software (Multi Channel Experimenter, Multichannel Systems). Simultaneous with the onset of sound presentation, a 9 ms signal was sent via the sound card to
the analog input of the interface board, allowing the synchronization of the physiological
recordings with the sound presentation. This signal was positive when the usual target
loudspeaker got activated and negative whenever the usual background loudspeaker got
activated (in the case of swapped trials, the signal’s sign still encoded the identity of the
loudspeaker, and thus, in these cases, positive meant background and negative target).
Together with the signal that was sent to start and end the video recording, a digital sig-
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nal was transmitted to the interface board indicating the beginning and end of the trial,
which was later used to align the video information.
Electrophysiological information was recorded every day until the signal deteriorated
or no more auditory information was encoded in the data. At the end of a recording session, the tetrodes were lowered to allow stable recordings the following day. The tetrodes
were lowered 1/8 or 1/16 of a turn (which corresponds to 31 or 16 µm, respectively) if the
tetrodes were in the desired area and showed auditory responses; otherwise the tetrodes
were lowered 1/4 or 1/2 of a turn (which correspond to 62.5 or 125 µm), depending on
how deep the tetrodes were located. To identify whether there was any auditory response
during a certain session, I heard the high-pass filtered signal from one tetrode (MC Rack,
Multichannel Systems) while presenting repetitive noise or pure tones at a chosen frequency; if there was an auditory response, I could hear the multi-units activity with the
same repetition rate as the sound presented.

2.2.4

Spike sorting

Initially, the raw electrophysiological signals were high-pass filtered above 300Hz to eliminate slow fluctuations. Next, a common median referencing [133] was performed to
remove common information among all channels and large artifacts – which could interfere with the spike sorting algorithm – were removed. The signals were low-pass filtered
below 5 kHz and fed to a spike sorting algorithm based on template matching (Kilosort
[134]). Afterwards, the automatically sorted spikes were manually inspected and the corresponding clusters refined with the graphical user interface phy [135] (https://github.
com/cortex-lab/phy). After removing noise and performing the required merging and
splitting of clusters, a unit was further considered whenever the waveform was distinct
and the refractory period clear. Only the units with an isolation distance larger than 20,
more than 200 spikes and less than 2% of the spikes within the 2 ms refractory period
were considered single units [136, 137] – often referred to as neurons throughout this
monograph. All the units that passed the manual curation but not the requirements for
being single units were considered multi-units.

2.2.5

Identification of the recorded brain area

After overdosing the animal with a 350µl intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium,
the animal was perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and the brain carefully removed and stored in PFA in the fridge. Afterwards, the brain was twice washed in PBS
and the frontal part cut with a sharp blade creating a plane surface that was later glued
to a holder which could be fixated to the vibrotome’s tissue bath container. Before gluing the brain, liquid agarose was poured on top of it and let solidify, creating a structure
that prevents the brain from changing its shape during cutting. After cutting the target
area in 70µm thick slices, these were placed individually with a paintbrush in microwells
filled with a PBS solution with 1:300 green Nissl concentration (NeuroTrace™ 500/525
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green fluorescent Nissl stain). The microplate was left overnight in the shaker at 50 rpm,
after which the slices were washed 3× in PBS with 20 min interval in between washes.
The slices were carefully placed in gelatin-coated slides, preserved with Vectashield® and
sealed with transparent nail polish.
The stained brain slices were then compared to the gerbil brain atlas for confirming the
location of the recording sites (Fig. 2.5), reassuring the recordings were performed in the
A1. However, the dorsoposterior field (DP) is not represented in the brain atlas. The DP
borders the A1 in its most caudal part, corresponding to a low frequency region, our aimfrequency. According to literature [138], this border lies at around 2 mm rostral to lambda
– the most caudal implantation performed was at 2.9 mm rostral to lambda – making me
confident the tetrodes were implanted in the A1 and not in the DP. Furthermore, the
latencies in the DP are much longer [139] than the ones here described (Section 3.3.1).

Figure 2.5 – Comparison for the reconstruction of the recorded brain area between the a stained slice
with recording site in red; and the b gerbil brain atlas [140].
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Offline video tracking
Initial tracking

The sampling rate of the online tracking script was much lower than the recorded videos.
Furthermore, the orientation of the gerbil was not calculated in the online tracking to
allow a fast online determination of the position of the gerbil. However, the orientation
of the animal is an essential parameter to calculate spatial tuning curves. Therefore,
the recorded trial videos were offline analyzed with custom-made tracking scripts that I
developed in Python (with OpenCV library [141]).
At first, all videos were filtered with a circular mask to show only the arena region. Subsequently, one or two long videos where the animal was active in a given
session were chosen for the background-image calculation. A gaussian mixture-based
background/foreground segmentation algorithm (BackgroundSubtractorMOG2 based on
[142] and [143]) was applied to these videos with a low learning rate, creating the
background-image to be extracted from every frame of all videos of the session. This
algorithm was not directly applied to every video because the shape of the gerbil would
be integrated into the background-image for videos with many similar consecutive frames,
and the tracking would break down. Therefore, the algorithm was applied to a couple of
videos where the animal did not succeed in the task (as reporting the target involves a
very long sitting time and corresponds to many identical frames) and was active. The
learning rate was low to maximize the number of frames included in the calculation of the
background-image.
After background subtraction, the shadows were eliminated and the image was morphologically closed and opened (for details see Section 2.1.3). Next, the largest contour
(findContours algorithm based on [144]) of the morphologically closed image (where the
tail is still depicted) was determined and its centroid Cclosed calculated. An ellipse was
fitted to the largest contour of the morphologically opened image (without tail) and the
end points of its major axis determined. However, which of them corresponded to the
nose of the animal was at this point still unknown and likewise the animal’s orientation.
If the distances of each of these end points to the centroid Cclosed were very different from
each other, it meant that the tail was closer to one of the end points and therefore the nose
of the animal corresponds to the farthest point from the centroid Cclosed . However, if the
distances were similar, the tail could not have been detected or laid next to the body of the
animal and therefore could not be used to determine the orientation of the animal. In this
case, the orientation (from the two possible) of the fitted ellipse that minimized the orientation difference to the previous frame was chosen, since spatio-temporal continuity was
predicted and it was not expected that the animal rotated more than 90◦ in consecutive
frames.
At the border of the arena, the animals tended to scratch the floor while not being engaged in the task. This behavior created artifacts in the neuronal physiological recordings,
as well as hindered the orientation tracking, since often in these situations their head was
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positioned very low making them look circular to the algorithm. Furthermore, when the
animals were at the border in front of a loudspeaker (located 5 cm away from the perforated wall), the sound was approximately 6dB louder than when they were 5 cm away
from the border and those large differences in sound intensity could interfere with the
experimental results on spatial tuning. Thus, the frames in which the animal was closer
than a body length (≈10 cm) to the border were not considered for posterior analysis and
only when the animal was located within the central 70 cm diameter circle, the frame was
further analyzed. Since the temporal continuity of the animal’s orientation could therefore
not be assured at the borders, each first frame after the animal reentered the central circle
was flagged for me to later confirm the orientation. Also frames where the orientation
difference between two consecutive frames was larger than 90◦ were flagged for posterior
manual inspection (Fig. 2.6).

2.3.2

Visual inspection of flagged frames

Visual inspection was a compulsory step and performed exclusively for the flagged frames
(Fig. 2.6). The image of the arena was shown superimposed with the ellipse that was
previously fitted to the gerbil’s contours and with an arrow indicating the determined
orientation of the gerbil in that frame. I then decided whether the tracking was correct.
If so, the frames following the flagged frame remained unaltered until the next flagged
frame or until the animal left the central circle. If the tracking was incorrect, I could either
decide whether the orientation had to be flipped (180◦ rotation) or whether the ellipse
had to be manually selected. In the first case, all the orientations were flipped until the
next flagged frame or until a frame where the animal was no longer in the central circle,
which I then evaluated to confirm the flip. In the case the ellipse had to be manually
selected, the following frame also had to be visually inspected and iteratively so until one
of the frames was either correct or simply flipped.

Figure 2.6 – Examples of flagged frames because the animal reentered the central circle (left panel) or
because there was a break in the orientation continuity (right panel)
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Visual inspection of entire videos

Whenever I was unsure about the quality of the tracking, I could next verify a complete
video (Fig. 2.7). By scrolling through all the frames, I observed whether there was any
mistake in the tracking and to correct it either by flipping the orientation, selecting a new
ellipse or copying the ellipse and corresponding orientation from previous frames (in the
case the mistake happened when the animal was immobile).

Figure 2.7 – Manual tracking correction in a situation where the orientation must be flipped (top panels),
where the ellipse must be redrawn (middles panels), when the tracking correction is complete and the data
must be saved (lower panel).
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Error estimation of the gerbil’s orientation

Despite the tracking algorithm and posterior visual inspection, some frames exhibited
errors in the orientation of the animal for various reasons (Fig. 2.8). The parallax error
was mitigated by eliminating the borders from the analysis; however, not completely.

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 2.8 – Tracking problems sometimes occurred when a the animal’s body bent; b the tail’s movement
caused motion blur which was integrated into the tracking; c the animal stood while looking to the side d the
animal stood causing the ellipse to be nearly circular, thus impairing the determination of the orientation; e the
camera was not exactly on top of the animal, causing a parallax error.

To investigate how large the orientation errors were, I manually determined (blindly)
which orientation the animal had in 100 random frames (20 videos from several sessions
of 3 different animals) and compared to what was determined by the offline tracking
procedure. The median orientation error was relatively small: 6◦ ; yet the distribution
extends up to a maximum of 70◦ (being above 45◦ solely in 3 frames – Fig. 2.9).

Figure 2.9 – Orientation error of the offline tracking procedure

Tracking pinnae movements was not considered necessary for this experiment since the
use of low frequency sounds greatly reduced their influence on the neuronal responses:
the wavelength of the sounds were at least one order of magnitude larger that the gerbils’
pinnae and therefore reflection did not occur [145, 146].

2.3.5

Calculation of Bouts

During the exploration behavior, the animals moved in bouts interleaved with periods
when they stayed still. Both the angular as well as the translational speeds were calculated
to determine whether the gerbil was moving. Since there was intrinsic noise in the video
recording and subsequent tracking, before calculating the speeds, a running median was
applied to the angle or position, therefore reducing the noise and possible single peaks
that could appear in the speeds. As seen in Section 2.3.4, the minimum detectable change
in angle was around 5◦ . Furthermore, by visual inspection of the videos, the minimum
detectable position change was 0.5 cm. Therefore, to establish whether the animal was
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rotating or moving in space, thresholds were applied on the angular and translational
speeds corresponding to these minimum detectable changes between consecutive frames.
A bout was bounded by frames without movement and was defined as the consecutive
frames in which either the angular and/or the translational speed crossed the threshold
while the gerbil was located in the central circle of the arena (70 cm diameter). The
bouts were comprised either of rotatory behavior (in the azimuth), of a translation or of a
combination of the two.
A stop period was bounded by bouts of movement and was defined as the consecutive
frames in which both the angular and the translational speed did not cross the respective
thresholds while the gerbil was located in the central region.
Note that the combination of rotation with translation can comprise bouts where the
animal rotated at the beginning of the bout and then walked in a straight trajectory, bouts
that corresponded to smooth curves where the orientation of the animal was constantly
changing, and bouts in which the animal rotated while giving one step only.
The Markov chain between the locomotion states was performed on all frames in which
the animals were in the central region, separated by target and background areas.
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Data analysis

Custom-made Python or MATLAB (Mathworks) scripts were used for analyzing the data.

2.4.1

Calculation of the behavioral performance level

The percentage of finished trials was calculated as a function of the relative time passed
from the beginning of the trial. For the construction of the corresponding 95% confidence
interval, a bootstrapping analysis was performed in which, at each time point, the percentage of finished trials was 1000 times calculated based on trials that were randomly drawn
with replacement from all the trials of the session, with the number of trials as the size of
the sample. To assess the behavioral performance level, the natural pauses in movement
– which sometimes can be longer than the sit-time – must be considered since the animal
could thus complete a trial by chance. For that, the analysis of the typical behavior of the
gerbil does not suffice, since the dynamic patterns of locomotion can be influenced by the
task itself. This paramount chance level was hence calculated using the real trajectories of
the animal.
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Figure 2.10 – Depiction of the surrogate island analysis for computing the performance level in the
task The filled line corresponds to a real trajectory during a trial, color-coded with the time that had passed
since the beginning of the trial. The animal started in the initiation platform (filled gray circle), each colored
dot corresponds to the position of the animal every 1s and the gerbil successfully ended the trial in the target
island (open orange circle). In between, it passed by several surrogate islands (open black circles – used for
the chance level calculation – only a few of the 1000 randomly distributed islands are depicted) but it did not
stay the 6s in any of them. Figure adapted from [117]

For each trial (offline, a posteriori), 1000 surrogate (non-real) islands were randomly
distributed across the arena (not overlapping with the target one nor with the initiation
platform – Fig. 2.10). The percentage of these in which the animal would have stayed for
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the sit-time (6s) and therefore finished the trial was determined. For the calculation of the
median chance performance and corresponding confidence interval at each time point, a
bootstrapping analysis was applied on the surrogate data from trials that were at the time
point of the calculation still incomplete – and consequently the target island had not yet
been found – and from trajectories of already completed trials but where the animal had
stayed longer than the sit-time in the surrogate island prior to finishing the trial. A trial
that was correctly finished before the considered time point relative to the beginning of
trial and in which the animal had not found the surrogate island cannot be used for the
calculation of the chance level for that and subsequent time points, since it is unknown
whether the animal would have stayed the sit-time in the surrogate island had the trial
been as long as the considered time points. Therefore, for this chance level bootstrapping,
it was 1000 times computed the success percentage based on the trajectories that were
randomly drawn with replacement from the aforementioned trajectories, with the total
number of trials as the size of the sample.

2.4.2

Peristimulus time histograms (PSTH)

The peristimulus time histogram was calculated at several steps of the analysis of the data,
either for the global description of the response modulation with sound, or separately for
each loudspeaker or even more specifically for different angles and states of movement.
The method used for all these situations was identical and was based on bootstrapping
data. From the sounds of which I wanted to determine the neuronal response, the algorithm sampled 500 times with replacement, with the total number of sounds as the sample
size. For each cycle, it was calculated the histogram of the time after sound onset of occurrence of each spike that fired within 250 ms of the sound onset with binning width
8 ms. Later, the median and 95% confidence intervals were determined for the total of
bootstrapping cycles normalized by the total number of analyzed sounds.
For calculating the spontaneous (engaged) firing rate, the PSTH was calculated for the
last second before the beginning of a trial, during which the animal was on the initiation
platform. For each trial, 4 time points were randomly picked from this 1 s time period and
the spikes that were within 250 ms of those instances were assigned to it. The PSTH was
then calculated on the 4 × #trials total time points and corresponding spikes as described
in the previous paragraph.
At the end of the session, for 3 gerbils an extra 2 min recording time period was added
to determine the spontaneous firing rate when the animal was not in the task (out-of-task).
This period was binned in 250 ms time bins. All the spikes within each bin were assigned
to it. The PSTH was calculated as previously described for all the time bins during which
the animal was not moving.
Mean firing rates were calculated as the mean of the PSTH across all time bins.
For the comparison between the first and last 2 s inside the target island and whenever
the animal wrongly left it, only situations in which the animal stayed at least 2 s in the
island were considered. Furthermore, if the last 2 s overlapped in time with the first 2 s
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(the animal stayed less than 4 s in the target island), only the non-overlapping part was
used for the calculation of the last 2 s.

2.4.3

Latency and offset calculation

For the calculation of neuronal latencies, several methods were initially contemplated.
Studies on anesthetized animals showed that the first-spike latency was the most informative cue for localizing a sound-source, inclusively more informative than spike mean
counts [147]. However, in awake and behaving animals, there is considerably more background spontaneous spiking [79]. Therefore, considering the latency as the first spike
after sound presentation was soon disregarded, as neurons have a baseline that would
contaminate the result.
As an alternative, calculating a peristimulus time histogram would constitute a possibility, while for example considering the latency as the first bin that deviates from the
baseline by more than one standard deviation. Here, once more, we faced a problem,
as we had to decide on an appropriate bin width. Furthermore, this decision included
a trade-off between resolution – for this, ideally the bin width would be as small as the
resolution of the recording equipment – and fluctuations – which would be very large for
a high resolution, as a consequence of too few spikes in each bin. Even if we found an approximate value to optimize this trade-off (such as by using Scott’s or Freedman–Diaconis’
rules), the latency would still be influenced by the bin width – as this would be fixed and
could only be described by discrete values – and by the location of the bins – as the "true"
latency could lie at the beginning or at the end of the bin.
To circumvent these problems and challenges, a Bayesian blocks algorithm was implemented [148] – a non-parametric method that identifies statistically significant variation
in a time series to optimally segment the data. In the implementation of the algorithm, the
false positive rate (p0 ) is manually set and corresponds to the probability that a detected
change in the time series is actually wrong. Therefore, the smaller this number is, the
more conservative the algorithm and the fewer bin edges are created. Given that our data
was actually circular (a sound follows the previous one in a periodic way) and that the
algorithm prevents the creation of bins at the edges, as suggested in the original research
article, a copy of the data was added at the beginning and at the end of our data. In
practice this means that a spike that occurred at a time x after sound presentation, was
added to the array as [x − 250; x; x + 250], being 250 ms the inter-sound-onset interval.
A unit was considered non-modulated if no edges were created in the interval [0:250] ms
for a false positive rate of 0.05. If, on the other hand, edges were created, the degree
to which the unit was modulated was analyzed by successively decreasing the order of
magnitude of the p0 until a minimum of 10−5 . The latency of the unit is considered as the
first created edge in the interval [0:250] ms. This method has the advantage that the bin
widths are not fixed and therefore the latency truly corresponds to the first created bin
edge (Fig. 2.11).
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Arbitrary units

PSTH with fixed bin widths (8 ms)
Bayesian blocks algorithm
latency (fixed bins)
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Figure 2.11 – Comparison of latency determination using the Bayesian blocks algorithm to determine the
bin edges locations (blue, solid) or with a pre-determined size for every bin, in this case 8 ms (gray, translucent).
The histograms were normalized to have the same area.

To determine whether the onset corresponded to an increase or a to decrease in the
firing rate, the maximum displacement of the median values of the firing rate in the 15 ms
after latency was compared to the baseline (last 50 ms before latency). If it was lower
than the mean of the lower bound of the baseline’s 95% confidence interval, the onset
firing rate was considered to be decreasing. Conversely, if it was higher than the mean
of the upper bound of the baseline’s 95% confidence interval, the onset firing rate was
considered to be increasing. Additionally, the firing rate in the time period between the
onset and offset response (middle section) was also analyzed and its mean compared to
the same baseline.
The same Bayesian blocks method was employed to calculate whether a unit had an
offset. However, the analysis of whether new edges were created was limited to the interval [latency+50:latency+70] ms. In case an edge was created in that time interval, the
maximum displacement of the firing rate in relation to the baseline in the 15 ms after the
offset edge was compared to the baseline in the same manner as the onset. A unit was
considered to have an offset response if it was significantly different from the baseline and
if the sign of the displacement (whether the firing rate increased or decreased with respect
to baseline) was different from the sign of the middle section response or, in the case it
had the same sign, the maximum displacement during offset was larger than the one in
the middle section.
Both the latency determination as well as the offset response were calculated using
neuronal responses to all the sounds (excluding when the animal was not in the central
region) from both loudspeakers. These were the values adopted for establishing the time
periods used in all the spatial tuning analyses, independently of whether the analysis was
limited (e.g. when the animal was not moving) or not – for the comparison between
different conditions to be performed on the same time periods.
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2.4.4

Video-frame to sound presentation to spike assignment

Egocentric sound-source location

Each sound presentation was assigned to the video-frame that immediately preceded it
and each spike was assigned to the sound that immediately preceded it. All the information (position, angle in the arena) about the gerbil in the video-frame was relayed to
the sound presentation information. Depending on which loudspeaker was active, the
egocentric sound-source-location (relative to the animal’s body axis) was then calculated
(Fig. 2.12) and later used for the spatial tuning analysis. Thus there is a correspondence
between each spike and the position the animal had in the video-frame previous to the
sound that evoked the spike.
Front
Right
Back
Left
Front

Figure 2.12 – Trajectory of the animal during a successful trial The colored dots indicate the position of
the animal at the moment of sound presentation and corresponding loudspeaker angle.

2.4.5

Spatial tuning analysis

For the spatial tuning analysis, the 360◦ angular space around the animal was divided
in 8 bins, each with 45◦ . This angular bin width is a compromise between being small
enough – still allowing to determine spatial tuning – and large enough - including enough
sound presentations at each angular bin, necessary for a meaningful statistical analysis.
Furthermore, by being larger than the tracking error (see Section 2.3.4), it mitigates the
potential small tracking errors. A minimum of 10 sound presentations per angular bin was
a primary condition for the spatial tuning analysis. Additionally, for a unit to be spatially
analyzed, the ratio between the angular bins with the most and the least number of sound
presentations was limited to 10. The spatial tuning was calculated in three periods of the
PSTH separately:
• Onset period: from latency until offset or, in case this was non-existent, lasting the
duration of the sound (57 ms);
• Offset period: from the end of the onset period, lasting the duration of the sound;
• Late response period: until the response to the next sound presentation; it includes
the time between the next sound presentation onset and the latency.
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Furthermore, a minimum number of 20 spikes was required for each analyzed period.
A 1000× cycle bootstrapping method was implemented to calculate the spatial tuning.
In each cycle, the presented sounds were chosen with replacement, with the number of
sounds as the sample size. The 8 binned angular histogram was calculated for the corresponding spikes and normalized by the number of sounds at each egocentric location of
the chosen loudspeaker. In other words, the algorithm determined the number of spikes
per sound presentation that occurred when the chosen loudspeaker was at a particular
location relative to the animal. The vector strength and corresponding direction tuning
angle were then calculated for every bootstrapping cycle:
P8
ıωj
√
#spikes in angular binj
j=1 αj .e
ρ = P8
and
where ı = −1, αj =
#sound presentations in angular binj
j=1 αj
2π middle of angular binj
ωj =
.
T
The vector strength was calculated as V S = |ρ| with T = 360° and the corresponding
direction tuning angle angdir = arg(ρ).
As some units revealed a more complex spatial tuning (namely encoded an orientation), the folded vector strength (in which responses to angles opposite to each other are
summed [149]) was additionally calculated together with the corresponding orientation
angle.
The orientation vector strength was calculated as V Sf olded = |ρ| with T = 180° and the
corresponding orientation tuning angle angori = arg(ρ)/2. Moreover, the direction closest
to the largest response was chosen from the two possible directions an orientation could
have.
From the bootstrapped data, the 95% confidence interval of the normalized response
for each angular bin was calculated, as well as the 68% confidence interval of the vector
strength and of the orientation vector strength. A unit was considered spatially tuned at a
particular period if the vector strength (or the orientation vector strength, whichever was
the largest) was larger than 0.2 and the lower bound of the 68% confidence interval of the
vector strength (or orientation vector strength) was larger than 0.15. If there were less
than 75 spikes, the lower bound of the vector strength was compared to a look-up table,
to verify whether it was significantly tuned (since a large vector strength is more likely
when calculated from a very low number of spikes [150]).
Units were considered untuned if the median vector strength was smaller than 0.15
in all three periods of the PSTH for both loudspeakers. The corresponding firing rate in
response to the two loudspeakers was considered significantly different if there was no
overlap in the 95% confidence interval of the calculation of the mean firing rate for each
loudspeaker.

2.4.6

Neuron type analysis

After high-pass filtering all the channels above 300 Hz and common median referencing
(see Section 2.2.4), all the spikes of a specific neuron were aligned in relation to the trough
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time. The spike waveform considered for further analysis was the median value at a specific time point of all the aligned spikes in the channel with the largest response. After
upsampling this median spike waveform – increasing 100 times the number of data points
using a cubic spline interpolation to increase the resolution – several parameters were
determined: full width at half maximum of the peak, full width at half minimum of the
trough and trough-to-peak time. These were then clustered in 3 groups by using a k-means
clustering algorithm. Based on literature [102], the two groups with the largest trough-topeak time were combined corresponding to regular spiking neurons (RS), which are putative excitatory neurons (pyramidal neurons). The neurons with shorter trough-to-peak
time correspond to fast spiking neurons and are putative inhibitory neurons (GABAergic,
thought to be basket and chandelier cells [151–153]).

2.4.7

Decoder analysis

For each session, each sound was categorized with respect both to the active loudspeaker
as well as to the egocentric sound-source location at the time of sound onset. For the latter,
the 360° angular space around the animal was divided in 8 angular bins. Therefore, each
sound corresponded to one of the 16 possible loudspeaker-angular bin classes ((Fig. 2.13
– upper panel)). Simultaneously, the 250 ms after each sound onset were divided in 10
bins, each with a 25 ms duration. For each unit in the session, it was counted how many
spikes occurred during each time bin.
To reliably decode the spatial egocentric and loudspeaker identity information, a large
set of units must be used, such as it is available to the higher order areas in the brain.
However, due to the low yield of neurons in each session (maximum of 18 units in one
session – single and multi-units), several sessions had to be combined to achieve such a
large set. For that, across-sessions class-specific population response ensembles were created – corresponding to a combination of sounds from different sessions that share the
loudspeaker-angular bin class (Fig. 2.13 – middle panel). Yet for an individual class, in
each session were presented a different number of sounds. Therefore, for the creation of
the sound ensembles, for each individual class, the sound identities of each session were
randomly under-sampled (without replacement) to the number of sound presentations of
the session with the least sound presentations for that specific class. Additionally, some
classes were under-represented in relation to others, which would result in a class imbalance that could lead to certain categories being more likely decoded than others. To
prevent this situation, random under-sampling (without replacement) was implemented
to feed the decoder with exactly the same number of sound ensembles of each class. This
class sample size was chosen to be 75% of the number of sound ensembles in the class
with the least sound ensembles. All the other sound ensembles (with a minimum of 25%
of sound ensembles per class) were used in testing the decoder.
The features provided to the decoder were the number of spikes created by each unit
for a particular sound ensemble and in a specific 25 ms time interval bin. Consequently,
the number of features per sound ensemble were 10×total number of units. Occasionally,
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only one or a selection of time interval bins of the PSTH was used for decoding (during
the temporal analysis of the decoder).
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Figure 2.13 – Pre-processing steps for decoding the egocentric sound-source position and the loudspeaker identity Top panel: division of the angular space around the animal in classes. Middle panel: Example
of cross-sessions class-specific population response ensembles formation (training data in bold). Lower panel:
Features that are fed to the algorithm to train and later to test the decoding performance, including the situation
of units’ exclusion.

Before training the decoder, each feature was normalized to lie between 0 and 1 (using
the mix-max scaler algorithm) to avoid that units that are inherently more active dominate
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the results. The training data was fitted by a multi-layer perceptron classifier (MLPC)
[154].
The MLPC is a feedforward artificial neural network that uses backpropagation during
training for optimization of the parameters in a supervised learning manner, and therefore
was interpreted as a more biologically inspired decoder. In the MLPC, one hidden layer
was implemented with the number of nodes as the mean between the number of features
used and the total number of classes (16). As suggested in the sklearn package for small
datasets, the optimization algorithm used was the "lbfgs" from the family of the quasiNewton methods. The biologically-inspired rectified linear unit was the activation function
for the hidden layer.
The decoder was trained on 224 units (single and multi-units) from two animals in
a total of 21 sessions. Only sessions that allowed a minimum of 40 sound ensemble per
class for training were used in decoding.
The whole process was repeated 20 times to estimate errors, since both the sound
ensembles’ formation as well as the choice of the training datasets were based on random data sampling and were inherently part of a distribution that must be several times
assessed. The accuracy of identifying the active loudspeaker was determined per loudspeaker for each sampling cycle. Later the accuracy per repetition was considered as the
mean between the two loudspeakers and the total accuracy and standard deviation calculated across all 20 sampling cycles. The accuracy of predicting the right class and the
egocentric sound-source location was similarly calculated. For the construction of the confusion matrices, all the predictions from all the sampling repetitions were simultaneously
accuracy − 100/#possibilities
used. The normalized accuracy was calculated as
, being
100 − 100/#possibilities
0% if equal to chance level and 100% if it predicted all correctly – #possibilities = 2 for
loudspeaker identity, #possibilities = 8 for angular bin class and #possibilities = 16 for
loudspeaker-angular bin class.
To evaluate the influence of spatial tuning classes, units were eliminated in the test
data by setting to zero all the bins corresponding to the chosen units (Fig. 2.13 – lower
panel). In practice, this means that these neurons were set to have produced no spikes
during the task and thus were not informative about the location or identity of the loudspeakers. The accuracy of the decoder (trained on the complete training dataset - without
eliminating units) when some units were eliminated from the test data was then compared
to its accuracy when the test data was complete. The units with differential spatial tuning for both loudspeakers that were eliminated corresponded to all the units that at some
temporal response period had a difference in egocentric sound-source angle between loudspeakers larger than 80°. The eliminated canonical units were randomly selected for each
sampling cycle from the units that showed clear ipsi or contralateral tuning during the
onset period (±45°). The randomly selected units were randomly selected for each sampling cycle from all the units, meaning that different units could have been eliminated in
different sampling cycles. This analysis was based on 100 sampling cycles per eliminated
spatial tuning class.

CHAPTER 3

Results

3.1

Behavioral performance analysis

3.1.1

Were the animals performing a sound localization task?

The gerbils were successfully trained in the aSITloc and finished significantly more trials in
the target island than it would be expected by random locomotive behavior, evidenced by
the non-overlap between the confidence intervals for the target and by chance (Fig. 3.1a),
calculated as explained in Section 2.4.1. This is valid for all animals when calculated for
the loudspeaker reward configuration that was used during the training phase (Fig. 3.1b).
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Figure 3.1 – Behavioral performance in aSITloc a Percentage of finished trials in the target and by chance
as a function of time from the beginning of the trial in a session b Comparison of the percentage of finished
trials in the target island and in a random surrogate island (chance level) at the maximum time allowed for a
trial (60s) in both the training loudspeaker configuration (left - 11 animals) and in the swapped loudspeaker
configuration (right - 7 animals), Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Figure adapted from [117]
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Nonetheless, since the gerbils could be reporting any change in the properties of the
sound (odd-ball), during the test phase the rewarded loudspeaker (including the green
LED) was swapped in 1/8 of the trials in a random order. If the odd-ball hypothesis were
correct, the effect seen in this swapped configuration would have been similar to the one
in the normal configuration, as the animals would still be reporting an odd-ball. However,
we observe that the performance drops below chance level. Since the only cue that could
have allowed the animals to differentiate a normal and a swapped loudspeaker reward
configuration was the allocentric (world-reference based) location of the rewarded and
the non-rewarded sound-sources, this suggests they were actively localizing where the
sound was coming from to perform in this task and not pursuing an odd-ball strategy.
This result also shows that in reality the gerbils did not associate the green LED to the
target loudspeaker, contrary to what was initially intended.

3.1.2

Catch trials

The behavior in these catch trials was further investigated, since it was unclear whether
the animals greatly reduced their locomotion during the trial – resulting in them not finding the target – or whether they had found the target island, but left it before the end of
the sit-time.
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Figure 3.2 – a Gerbils found the target as often in catch trials as in normal trials. b Gerbils actively avoided remaining in the target island in catch trials. Number of sessions: 39; Number of trials with a normal loudspeaker
reward configuration: 1784; Number of catch trials: 285. The thick lines correspond to the median, the filled
boxes to the 1st and 3rd quartile and the whiskers to ±2.7σ , calculated using a bootstrapping method. Figure
adapted from [117]
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When a catch trial started, the active loudspeaker at the beginning of the trial corresponded to the usual (in the normal configuration) target loudspeaker. This could thus
have resulted in a halt of the movement of the animal, which would be awaiting for the
reward. Consequently, the animals would have found the target island less often than in
a normal loudspeaker reward configuration trial. However, as the confidence intervals
between catch and normal trials overlap (Fig. 3.2a), this option is refuted.
To understand whether in fact the animal purposefully left early the target island in
catch trials, I plotted the percentage of times in which the animal left the target island
given that it was at least 1 s inside (to ensure that the animal did not just run past the
target island). In a catch trial, an animal was more than twice as likely to leave the
target island before the sit-time in comparison to a normal trial (Fig. 3.2b), and was
consequently avoiding to hear sound from the typical background loudspeaker. This hints
that the animals associated their own spatial position to a change in the active loudspeaker,
an association that we further investigated.

3.1.3

Spatial bias in the target island location

A spatial bias in the location of the target island was introduced to dissect whether the
gerbils associated the target island and corresponding stimulus change with an actual
physical space or if they were merely stopping whenever they heard that change.
Usually the target islands were drawn from a uniform distribution (Fig. A.1b). This
means that in the central region of the arena – corresponding to a circle with a radius
double of the target island radius – lie 59% of the target island centers (Fig. 3.3 left
panel). After introducing a bias in the spatial location of the target islands (Fig. A.1a),
this percentage increased to 78% (Fig. 3.3 right panel).
Example session without target location bias
~ 59% of target islands in central region

radius double of target island;
defines central target island

Example session with target location bias
~ 78% of target islands in central region

target islands outside of
the central region

target islands inside of
the central region

Figure 3.3 – Introduction of a spatial bias in the position of the target island Two sessions that depict a
situation where there is no spatial bias (left) and another where the spatial bias was implemented (right). Figure
adapted from [117]
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In a non-biased situation, there is no advantage in going to any particular area in the
arena, since all areas are equally likely to contain the target island. Thus, a difference in
the performance between trials where the target was centrally located and non-centrally
located is not expected. However, if a spatial bias is introduced towards the center, it is
advantageous to go directly to the center and therefore the likelihood of finishing a trial
in the center should increase in comparison to the outer area.
Two gerbils were initially trained in a non-biased situation and after they performed
successfully in the task, the spatial bias was introduced. Another gerbil was initially
trained in the biased situation and only after good performance, the bias was removed.
A change in the behavior of the animals was not expected on the session following to
the change of the bias situation, since there were not enough repetitions for the animals
to notice it. However, if the animals associated the target island with an actual physical
location, after one month of training they would already have adapted their target search
strategy.
The gerbils were able to incorporate the spatial bias into their exploration strategy
(Fig. 3.4), as shown in the gerbil i and ii data, and to adapt their strategy when the spatial
bias was removed, as shown in the gerbil iii data.
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Figure 3.4 – Gerbils optimized their search strategy based on the target island distribution likelihood
Difference in the percentage of successful trials between trials in which the target island was in the center and
trials in which the target was not in the center (error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval, calculated
using a bootstrapping method followed by error propagation for the subtraction). Figure adapted from [117]
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This demonstrates that the gerbils associated the change in stimulus and consequently
the reward expectancy with a specific physical location in the arena and that this task does
not merely consist of a GO/NOGO paradigm.

3.1.4

Swapped loudspeakers

The success in the task could still be explained by some slight frequency or amplitude
difference in the frequencies that compose the harmonic complex sound, which could
be used to solve the task (despite the roving in fundamental frequency and amplitude).
To ensure that was not the case, for three animals the two loudspeakers were physically
swapped. The performance did not drop after the swap (Fig. 3.5), showing that it was not
a specificity of the loudspeakers what was being used to solve the task, but indeed their
allocentric location.

Successful trials relative to chance level (%)
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chance
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Swapping Loudspeakers
Figure 3.5 – No influence of swapping loudspeakers in task performance The performance of three animals in the task before and after physically swapping the loudspeakers is similar, showing that the animals
were not using specific spectral cues from the loudspeakers to solve the task. The data is presented as
median performance relative to chance at maximum trial length (60s). The error bars correspond to the 95%
confidence interval. Number of trials before swapping: NG er bil 1 =206 NG er bil 2 =163 NG er bil 3 =177 After swapping: NG er bil 1 =237 NG er bil 2 =234 NG er bil 3 =172. (Combination of the 2 sessions prior to the swapping for
the “Before swapping” data and of the 2 sessions following the swapping for the “After swapping” data.)
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Behavior description
Bout analysis

During aSITloc , all animals moved typically in short bouts, corresponding to a few cm
distance (see Section 2.3.5). This behavior was expected for such a paradigm, given
that a small change in the position could have led to the desired change in the stimulus
property. Besides, since the stimuli were only repeated every 250 ms, the animals should
have moved at a pace slow enough that allowed them to sample the area of the arena with
auditory stimuli.
If the animal did not rotate during a bout trajectory, the likelihood that such a bout was
short was higher than for bouts where there was a combination of rotation and translation
(Fig. 3.6, median bout length for translation only: 1.2-2.7 cm compared to 3.8-7.9 cm for
the combination of rotation with translation). However, the bout length distributions for
the latter appear to be a combination of two distributions, one with very short length
values (below 5cm) – which by visual inspection corresponds approximately to one or two
steps of the animal – and another distribution with longer length values that go up to 1 m
(not shown in Fig. 3.6, as the figure was truncated for better visualization; median for
bout lengths larger than 5cm: 11-20 cm).
Normal trials
Catch trials

Figure 3.6 – Distribution of bout lengths per animal separated by bout type and whether the trial is a catch
trial. (Median value – horizontal solid line; 1st and 3rd quartiles – horizontal dashed lines)

The maximum linear distance within the central area was only 70 cm (remember that
all the analyzed data lied in this central area - see Section 2.3.5 for bout calculation
details), which explains the distribution difference between the bout types. This maximum
corresponded to a situation where the animal started the bout at the edge of this central
area (note that this area was unknown to the gerbil) and walked in a straight line to the
diametrically opposed limit of this area. In practice, this means that the animals could
cover a shorter distance in a straight line than if their trajectory was curved. Additionally,
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the circular geometry of the arena could have induced more rotatory behavior than what
usually happens in an unbounded territory, resulting in a change in the azimuth whenever
the trajectory was longer.
A difference in the distribution of bout lengths between normal and catch trials is
apparent in the situation of an accompanying rotation, for which the bout lengths were
significantly shorter during catch trials (median 4.6 cm and 7.9 cm for normal trials compared to 4.3 cm and 6.8 cm for catch trials, p=0.03 and p=3×107 , Mann-Whitney rank
test, for gerbil 4 and 5, respectively).
As already hinted by the distribution of bout lengths, the bouts lasted on average for
only one or two frames (Fig. 3.7), especially in the case of rotations/translations only.
Additionally, the bouts that were a combination of rotation and translation lasted usually
below 1s, inclusively when only bouts with a length longer than roughly the gerbils’ body
length (>10 cm) were considered (median: 0.48-0.6 s - not shown).

Normal trials
Catch trials

Figure 3.7 – Distribution of bout durations per animal separated by bout type and whether the trial is a catch
trial.

If the bout consisted exclusively of a rotatory movement, the cumulative angle throughout the bout was generally smaller than if it was in combination with a translation (Fig. 3.8
median: 10◦ -19◦ for rotations vs 29◦ -43◦ for the combination), which is in agreement with
the rotation only bouts being generally shorter in duration. If only bouts longer than 10 cm
are considered, the median of the cumulative angle increases to 48◦ -69◦ .
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Figure 3.8 – Distribution of the cumulative rotation of the gerbil during a bout per animal and separated
by bout type. (Median value – horizontal solid line; 1st and 3rd quartiles – horizontal dashed lines)

To describe how fast a gerbil usually moved, the analysis was focused exclusively on
movements with a substantial magnitude – with lengths longer than roughly the body size
of the animal (10 cm) or an angle larger than 20◦ .
During aSITloc , all gerbils moved usually with a speed between 20 and 60 cm/s independently of whether the motion was purely translational or also had a rotational component (Fig. 3.9a).

Angular speed (°/s)

b

Speed (cm/s)

a

Figure 3.9 – Distribution of bout speeds per animal and separated by bout type a speed calculated for
bouts with a length larger than the gerbil’s body size (>10 cm) b angular speed calculated for bouts with an
accumulated rotation larger than 20◦ . (Median value – horizontal solid line; 1st and 3rd quartiles – horizontal
dashed lines)

For motions in which the azimuth changed, the angular speed was typically between
100◦ /s and 300◦ /s for purely rotational bouts (Fig. 3.9b). These were consistently faster
than the ones where translation was present, which mostly were up to 200◦ /s.
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Independently of being in the target island or not, the animals’ stop periods were
typically short (below 1 s - Fig. 3.10). Yet for some animals, as expected, it is possible to
observe longer stop periods when the animal was in the target island, comparable to the
sit-time.
Target
Background

Figure 3.10 – Distribution of the durations of the time periods during which the animal remained
stopped per animal and separated by whether the animal was in the target island. (Median value – horizontal solid line; 1st and 3rd quartiles – horizontal dashed lines)

All but one animal (gerbil 1) turned more often towards the target loudspeaker when
in the target island (Fig. 3.11). However, on average the turning angle was small (with the
exception of gerbil 2) but significant when considering turning angles of over 20° (except
for gerbil 4).
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Figure 3.11 – Change of angle relative to the target louspeaker per animal. Comparison of the first frame
after entering the target island with the last frame before correctly finishing a trial. Positive for turning towards
the target loudspeaker and negative for turning away from it. The vertical line corresponds to the median value.
All p-values are based on a binomial test which was performed only on the trials where the difference between
beginning and end frames’ angle was larger than 20° (a substantial change in the orientation angle).

3.2.2

Locomotion state analysis

The great majority of frames corresponded to periods of pause in the movement (no measurable translation or rotation – see Section 2.3.5) both when the animal was in the target
island, as well as when it was outside (Fig. 3.12). As expected, for all animals, being
inside the target corresponded to more frames without any movement.
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Figure 3.12 – Distribution of state of movement separated by animal and by it being in the target during the
respective video frame (for normal reward configuration trials) S: stopped R: rotation only R+T: simultaneous
rotation and translation T: translation only

By calculating the state of movement of the animal during the whole time period a
sound lasted plus the associated intersound interval (in total 250 ms), we also observed
that in the majority of instances the animal was stationary, especially if we consider
only the situations when the animal was inside the target at the moment of sound onset (Fig. 3.13).
Gerbil
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Figure 3.13 – Distribution of the state of movement during the 250 ms time period (sound plus the
associated intersound interval) separated by animal and by it being in the target at the moment of sound
onset (for normal trials) S: stopped R: rotation T: translation

To better understand the dynamics associated with the various locomotion states and
how these varied between target and background areas, the probabilities of transitioning
to another specific locomotion state or maintaining in the same state were calculated for
both when the active loudspeaker was the target as well as the background and represented in a Markov chain (see Section 2.3.5).
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The animals tended to remain in the same locomotion state (Fig. 3.14), with the exception of the rotatory behavior, which was more likely to transition to a stationary behavior.
In the background area, the animals were almost equally likely to start a bout in either
of the three locomotion states; whereas in the target island, the beginning of a bout did
not usually involve translation. All the locomotion states were more likely to transition
to "stop" when in the target island than in the background area and the "R+T" was more
likely to transition to a purely rotatory behavior.
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Figure 3.14 – Markov chain representing transition probabilities between different locomotion states when the
active loudspeaker was the a target b background. S: stopped R: rotation only R+T: simultaneous rotation and
translation T: translation only
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3.3

Neuronal responses

3.3.1

Neuronal latencies

The latency of the majority of neurons was shorter than 20 ms (193/364), which is in
line with the latencies reported for recordings in the A1 [139]. There are clearly two
latency clusters (Fig. 3.15): the first being right after sound onset (Fig. 3.16a,b) and the
second after sound offset, meaning that some neurons are only responsive to the offset
(Fig. 3.16c,d), as already shown in earlier studies [77, 155, 156].

Figure 3.15 – Neuronal latencies distribution for all single units (neurons) color-coded by animal as in
Fig. 3.8. The red solid line represents the sound stimulation.

The onset response can be characterized by either an increase of the firing rate
(Fig. 3.16a,c) or a decrease (Fig. 3.16b,d), corroborating earlier studies [77, 79, 155].
However, most studies concerned with sound localization in cortex disregard the neurons
whose firing rate decrease with sound stimulation, which is thought to be most prevalent
in layer V and VI of the AC and related to intracortical inhibition [156].
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Figure 3.16 – Representative PSTH of responses to the a,b sound stimulus onset; c,d sound stimulus offset.
These neuronal responses correspond to a,c an increase in the firing rate; b,d a decrease in the firing rate.
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Interestingly, the latencies of the response to sounds coming from the background
loudspeaker are significantly shorter than for the target (not shown, P=0.006, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, 239 neurons, median latency for background 14 ms vs. 16 ms for the
target).

3.3.2

Classification and characterization of neuronal types

The spike waveforms of single units were analyzed and divided into two types – as previously described in the literature – using a clustering algorithm (for details see Section 2.4.6): the regular-spiking neurons (RS - putative excitatory) and the fast-spiking
neurons (FS - putative inhibitory). Similar to earlier studies [151, 152], the RS neurons
were the most abundant neuronal type – corresponding to 72% of the total of neurons
(N=262, Fig. 3.17a); whereas the FS corresponded to 28% (N=102). Confirming earlier
research [151, 157], the latencies of the FS neurons were in general shorter than those of
the RS (Fig. 3.17b, median: 17 ms vs 20 ms). Contrary to [151], but in line with [157], the
FS neurons had higher values than RS neurons both for the spontaneous (Fig. 3.17c, median spontaneous: 7.76 Hz vs 5.35 Hz) as well as for the evoked firing rates for both loudspeakers (Fig. 3.17d,e, median target: 7.25 Hz vs 4.65 Hz; median background: 6.47 Hz
vs 4.84 Hz).
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Spatial tuning diversity

The egocentric location of the loudspeaker at the moment of sound onset was shown to
modulate throughout time the neuronal responses to the sound presentation (Fig. 3.18).

Figure 3.18 – Spike waveforms and corresponding raster plots of neuronal activity in two AC neurons
during task performance. Periods of stimulation by the target loudspeaker are highlighted by gray areas. The
loudspeaker location relative to the animal at the moment of the sound occurrence is color-coded (see Section 2.4.5 for details). The period of sound presentation is represented by the red line and the start of the
different analysis periods by the dashed lines. Both neurons are regular-spiking neurons.

The neuronal responses were separated between the two loudspeakers and between
the analyzed time periods (see Section 2.4.5 for details). For each of these conditions, a
spatial plot was constructed by further analyzing the responses with respect to where the
loudspeaker of interest was located relative to the animal’s body axis (egocentric reference
frame). Neurons exhibited a remarkable variety of spatial tuning: while some showed the
canonical hemispherical contra- or ipsilateral preferred egocentric sound-source location
(Fig. 3.19 i and iii, respectively), identical when calculated for either loudspeaker, other
neurons possessed an orientation-sensitivity, with a predominant bias to the front/back
(Fig. 3.19 ii). This last neuron type can be interpreted as favoring 0 µs ITD, since a sound
coming from the front or from the back arrives simultaneously at both ears. Furthermore,
the pinnae – which could help to discriminate back and frontal loudspeaker’s location –
has minimal influence for low frequency sounds [146]. Neurons with a frontal preferred
egocentric sound-source location were already described in previous studies [79, 155].
Remarkably, some neurons were sensitive to the identity of the loudspeaker (differential behavioral meaning and different world-based reference frame location): both neurons that were spatially tuned for one loudspeaker only (Fig. 3.19 iv), as well as neurons
that showed a preferred egocentric sound-source location that depended on the active
loudspeaker (Fig. 3.19 v) were found.
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The number of neurons that were spatially tuned for at least one loudspeaker decreased with the analyzed time from the latency of each neuron (Fig. 3.20), which suggests
that most of the spatial information was transmitted by the onset response. Whereas in
the onset period a relatively large proportion of neurons encoded the canonical egocentric
sound-source location for both loudspeakers (37/118, contra- or ipsi-, ±45°), during the
offset and the late response periods this proportion was reduced (7/58 and 0/42, respectively). Orientation-selective neurons to both loudspeakers were present during all time
periods, being more predominant during the onset period (onset period: 16/118; offset
period: 1/58; late period: 2/42), reinforcing that the onset period is the most informative
period about the egocentric sound-source location.
Surprisingly, a large fraction of neurons showed differential spatial tuning to both loudspeakers (65/118, during the onset period), either by being only spatially tuned to one of
them (47/65) – mainly to the target – or by exhibiting a large tuning difference between
the two loudspeakers (difference in preferred egocentric angle > 90°, 18/65). Interestingly, the proportion of neurons that revealed a differential response to both loudspeakers
was larger during the late response period (41/42), suggesting that this time period might
be the most informative with respect to the identity of the active loudspeaker.
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The latencies of the spatially tuned neurons were in general very short (<25 ms,
Fig. 3.21a), in agreement with the reported latencies in the A1 [139]. The very few
neurons with slightly longer latencies possessed differential spatial tuning for the two
loudspeakers – which hints that this differential behavior might be a consequence of topdown modulation. However, other neurons that showed differential spatial tuning had
comparably short latencies to the hemispherically tuned neurons.
A dependency of tuning preferences on the putative neuronal type (regular or fast
spiking) was not evident (Fig. 3.21b) during the onset period.
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The firing rate of most contralaterally and front/back tuned neurons increased during
onset (Fig. 3.21c). However, a decrease in the onset firing rate was apparent for the
majority of neurons with a differential preferred egocentric location. A clear trend was
not visible for the onset firing behavior of the neurons with an ipsilateral preference,
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possessing this group of neurons a mixture of onset behaviors. It is noteworthy to observe
that an ipsilaterally tuned neuron that decreased its firing rate during onset actually was
most responsive to the egocentric contralateral sound-source location, since a stimulation
on this location led to the largest reduction in the firing rate.
Contrary to the onset firing rate, the offset firing rate behavior did not show any particular pattern in the preferred egocentric location (Fig. 3.21d).
Given that movement is known to reduce the neuronal activity in the AC [98, 158], to
ensure that the spatial tuning behavior observed was not due to this kind of modulation,
the analysis was restricted to periods in which the animal was stationary (Section 2.3.5).
This hypothesis of movement-induced (i.e. unspecific) modulation was refuted, as a similar qualitative behavior was observed for this re-analysis (Fig. 3.21e).
Multi-units also showed very similar tuning types with respect to the preferred egocentric sound-source locations compared to the neurons (i.e. single units) results (Fig. 3.21f).
However, a larger fraction of units were contralaterally tuned in comparison to the single units. This might result from the combination of more neurons being contralaterally
tuned (relative to other egocentric sound locations) and the neuronal responses being time
locked to the auditory stimulation, making the process of separating the neurons harder
in the case of contralateral tuning and therefore combining the responses from several
neurons into a multi-unit during the spike sorting process.
The geometry of the setup – with the two loudspeakers opposite to each other – left
open the question of whether the orientation-sensitive neurons were a consequence of that
geometry. To test this hypothesis, the preferred egocentric location was re-calculated for
these units exclusively when the animal was not in the center of the arena in between the
loudspeakers. The observation that also at such extreme angles most neurons maintain
their orientation-sensitivity (Fig. 3.22) is evidence that this neuronal type is not an effect
of the setup’s geometry.
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Diversity in spatial tuning formation

A large fraction of neurons were canonically tuned to contra- or to ipsilateral sound-source
locations, as explained in the last section. Yet this spatial tuning was originated from
different firing rate’s relationships between situations in which the sound-source was ipsior contralaterally located (Fig. 3.23). In Fig. 3.23a the neuron was strongly modulated
at both contra- and ipsilateral sound-source locations; however, while for the first soundsource location the firing rate dropped, it increased for the latter sound-source location.
Therefore, we must be reminded that to classify neurons as onset-increase or -decrease
is a simplification of the actual situation, since the same neuron can show excitation and
suppression depending on where the sound-source is located.
As earlier mentioned, the spatial tuning can also arise from a larger decrease in the
firing rate for one location than for the other, as shown by the neuron in Fig. 3.23b.
Despite this neuron being ipsilaterally tuned during the onset (as the firing rate is larger
for this location), the largest response (suppression) occurred when the sound-source was
contralaterally located. Interestingly, the ipsilateral suppression occurred for the offset
response, which resulted in an untuned offset response.
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Similarly, in Fig. 3.23c the neuron also exhibited an offset response for the ipsilateral
location after an onset response for the contralateral location. However, because in this
case the response was excitatory, the preferred egocentric location was considered to be
contralateral.
Despite showing both an onset and offset responses, during the onset period the neuron in Fig. 3.23d showed a larger contralateral excitation, whereas during the offset period
this difference in excitation was no longer present.

3.3.5

Temporal analysis of spatial tuning

A subset of neurons was spatially tuned in more than one time period (Fig. 3.24, Fig. 3.25),
some inclusively changed their preferred sound-source location throughout time.
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A few neurons showed both an onset and an offset response to an ipsilaterally located
sound-source, not showing any response to when the sound-source was contralaterally
located (neuron vi). Other neurons exhibited an onset response when the sound-source
was contralaterally located and an offset response when ipsilateral (neuron vii). This is in
accordance with the observation that synapses responsible for the onset responses do not
correspond to the ones causing the offset responses [159].
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Similarly interesting are the differences between the responses to both loudspeakers
during the late response period (which blend into the effective in-task baseline) depending on the egocentric location of the sound-source. Such differences are present both in
neurons that increase as well as decrease their firing rate during onset (neuron viii and ix,
respectively).
Both neuron vii and viii are in line with earlier studies that observed that the offset
responses at the cortical level are unrelated to preceding inhibition [160]. Furthermore,
in macaques, the onset was very similar to the offset spatial tuning [161]. Contrarily, in
anesthetized ferrets, the onset and the offset spatial responses were negatively correlated
both for ILDs and for ITDs [162]. Our study captured both neuronal behaviors as it is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.25 (neuron vi and vii, respectively).

Example neuron with opposite spatial tuning for both loudspeakers

Most neurons that exhibited a differential spatial tuning to both loudspeakers decreased
their firing rate during onset (Fig. 3.21c), being this time period not the most informative regarding spatial information for these neurons. Contrarily, the late response period,
which can be considered as the baseline while in task since the sounds are successively repeated, changed not only with the egocentric location of the loudspeaker but also with the
active loudspeaker at each sound presentation (Fig. 3.26). The fact that this in-task baseline is tuned suggests that this modulation is somewhat slower and most likely originated
in higher order areas.
The opposite preferred egocentric sound-source location for the two loudspeakers
could be a consequence of the geometry of the setup, given that the loudspeakers were
opposite to each other, being the animal most of the time in the middle. To investigate
whether this particular spatial tuning was related to the animal being in the middle be-
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tween the two loudspeakers, the spatial analysis was recalculated only for extreme positions of the animal, in which the loudspeakers were not on each side of the animal (similar
to Fig. 3.22). If the preferred egocentric locations followed the loudspeakers position relative to the animal, the difference in the preferred egocentric location should be smaller
than 150°. Because that change in the spatial tuning was not observed in this situation
(not shown), it is possible to conclude that this differential spatial tuning is not due to the
loudspeakers being located on each side of the animal opposite to each other.
Furthermore, to ensure that this differential spatial tuning was not a consequence
of a combination of a biased orientation of the gerbil in the arena and neuronal rate
adaptation, the spatial analysis was recalculated exclusively for the first second after
(re-)entering the target/background areas. Also in this situation no changes in the spatial
tuning were observed (not shown).
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Example neuron with non-overlapping spatial tuning curves during the late response period

Many onset- spatially tuned neurons exhibited non-overlapping spatial tuning curves during the late response period, either by firing more to one egocentric location for a particular loudspeaker than for the other (Fig. 3.27) or by firing overall more to one loudspeaker
than to the other during this time period. However, because often the vector strength
is not large enough to consider the responses spatially modulated, the difference in the
responses to both loudspeakers is not easily represented. It is nonetheless crucial to remember that also these small differences can be used by the brain to encode loudspeaker
allocentric location or identity.
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Figure 3.27 – Example neuron with non-overlapping spatial tuning curves during the late response
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Spatially untuned neurons with differential magnitude between loudspeakers

Notably, in a sizable fraction of neurons that classified as spatially untuned to either
loudspeaker in all analyzed time periods (see Section 2.4.5), the response magnitude
differed significantly between the two loudspeakers (16/40, 40%, Fig. 3.28a,b), indicative of “pure” allocentricity, i.e. sound-source angle independent coding. These neurons
differ from the previously presented type of neurons in the fact that while the neuron in
Fig. 3.27 is spatially tuned during a time period, the untuned neurons show no spatial
tuning in all of the analyzed periods. Population-wide the amount of untuned neurons
that responded the most to the target loudspeaker did not significantly differ from those
that fired the most to the background loudspeaker (Fig. 3.28b). Furtheremore, whereas
the latencies were not distinct between the untuned neurons that showed no magnitude
difference and those that did, the latter ones exhibited both a larger spontaneous as well
as evoked firing rates (Fig. 3.28c).
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Animal’s performance is reflected in the population response rates

The neuronal responses in the AC reflected the behavior of the animal in the task, since
the mean firing rates to the target loudspeaker were significantly lower during the last
2 s before the animals correctly finished the trial as opposed to during the last 2 s before
they wrongly left the island (Fig. 3.29a). As expected, this difference in firing rate was
enhanced relative to the first 2 s after entering the target island (Fig. 3.29b).
Neuronal rate adaptation to the sounds could explain this difference, given that the
animals certainly stayed longer in the island when they correctly finished a trial, as opposed to when the animals left (for this analysis only situations where the animal stayed
for 2 s in the target island were considered – see Section 2.4.2). To tackle this question,
the neuronal responses when finishing a trial were compared to the responses to the background loudspeaker (Fig. 3.29c). Whereas the mean firing rate did not differ in the first 2 s
after (re-)entering the island/background area, the difference was evident when considering the time period from 4 to 6 s, being the responses to the target considerably smaller
than to the background loudspeaker. Therefore, one can conclude this phenomenon is not
caused by neuronal rate adaptation.
Movement was shown to reduce activity in the AC [98, 158], and since the animals
have longer moments without movement before finishing a trial, the animal’s locomotion
state should not contribute to the observed effect. However, to ensure the differences were
not consequence of differential levels of locomotion in the two conditions, the analysis was
redone for moments in which the animal did not move (Fig. 3.29d). Also in this case the
effect was present, proving that indeed it was not a consequence of motor activity.
As shown in earlier sections, the neuronal activity was modulated by the egocentric
sound-source location. If the animal showed a particular turning behavior while in the
target island before finishing a trial, this would be visible in the neuronal responses and
it would be possible to produce a reduction in firing rate. To test this possibility, the same
comparison was calculated exclusively for moments when the loudspeaker was ipsilaterally located (±45°). Also this re-analysis showed the same effect (Fig. 3.29e), demonstrating it is also not caused by a spatial bias in the orientation of the animal.
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Figure 3.29 – Changes in firing rate are specific to trial-outcome a Firing rates were significantly lower in
the last 2s when the animal finished a trial correctly compared to when it wrongly abandons the island (321
neurons) b This decrease in firing rate was enhanced with more time spent in the island (Mann-Whitney U-test,
first 2s: 346 neurons, last 2s: 321 neurons). Violin plots surrounding boxplots (the median is represented by a
white dot) depict the distribution of the ratios between the mean firing rate when the animal correctly finished a
trial and when it wrongly left the island. The decrease in mean firing rate when the animal finishes the trial is
not due to c unspecific neuronal rate adaptation (360 neurons); d movement (267 neurons); e a spatial bias in
the orientation of the animal (137 neurons). The red dots correspond to the median values. All the mean firing
rate plots possess log-log scale axis. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used in all non-specified analyses.
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Neuronal tuning is sharper for the target loudspeaker

Peculiarly, responses to the target loudspeaker were generally more egocentric locationspecific than to the background, demonstrated by their larger vector strength (Fig. 3.30a).
This signifies that the responses to the target sharpened in comparison to the background
loudspeaker.
In line with what was found in the visual [163] and somatosensory cortices [164],
also here the fast-spiking neurons showed smaller tuning than the regular spiking neurons
(Fig. 3.30b), as demonstrated by the latter’s larger vector strength.
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Figure 3.30 – Vector strength a was larger for the target than for the background loudspeaker (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). Yellow data points represent neurons spatially tuned to both loudspeakers (71 neurons)
and data from neurons that were not significantly spatially modulated for at least one of the loudspeakers are
shown in gray (133 neurons). b was larger for the regular than for the fast spiking neurons for both loudspeakers
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Spontaneous firing rate increases during engagement

The effect of attention or task engagement in the spontaneous firing rate is still a point of
debate in the field with studies that show a decrease [118, 119], a maintenance [165, 166]
and an increase [104, 167–169] in the firing rate with task engagement. To address this
question, a population-wide comparison of the spontaneous firing rate was calculated
between passive and engaged situations. The passive situation corresponds to an out-oftask 2 min period at the end of the training (see Section 2.4.2), calculated for periods
of time when the animal was stationary. The engaged situation corresponds to the 1 s
during which the animal was on top of the initiation platform to self-initiate a trial. As in
[104, 167–169], the spontaneous firing rate in an engaged situation increased relative to
a passive situation (Fig. 3.31).
The potential causes for the observed difference between our study and [119] may
relate to the fact that, in the latter, the calculation of the spontaneous firing rate was performed for the time immediately before the tone onset when the animal was expecting
a sound. Also in [118], the spontaneous firing rate that decreased relative to the disengaged situation corresponded to a time when the animal was expecting a sound that was
not presented, a completely different situation from ours when the animal’s expectations
were met.
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Figure 3.31 – Spontaneous firing rate comparison between engaged and passive conditions (153 neurons,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). The red dot corresponds to the median value.

The spontaneous firing rate values observed were similar to what was previously reported in awake animals [62].
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Simultaneously decoding the egocentric sound-source location and
the loudspeaker identity

An artificial neural network (ANN, see Section 2.4.7 for details) was implemented to better
understand how the observed diversity of neuronal spatial tuning could be combined into
useful information about the identity and egocentric location of the different loudspeakers
– which is essential to solve the task.
The ANN was trained to decode a combination of egocentric sound-source location
and loudspeaker identity (world-based reference frame). By merging the data from both
loudspeakers it was possible to calculate the accuracy of the decoder on the egocentric
location of the active loudspeaker. The ANN classified the egocentric locations with high
accuracy (Fig. 3.32a). By merging the data from all egocentric locations to each loudspeaker, the accuracy of the algorithm in identifying the active loudspeaker irrespective of
the egocentric location was calculated. Remarkably, the decoding accuracy for identifying
the sound-source was also highly significant (Fig. 3.32b), demonstrating the coexistence
of both subject-based and world-based reference frames (identity) in the neuronal representations (Fig. 3.32c).
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In Fig. 3.32c, the accuracy to the target loudspeaker (diagonal values) is higher than
the one to the background (60±8% for the target loudspeaker and 47±4% for the background – mean±std calculated across classes), meaning that the target loudspeaker was
better localized than the background.

Normalized accuracy (%)

A temporal analysis of the decoding performance indicates that the egocentric location
of the active loudspeaker was largely encoded within the first 100 ms after sound onset,
whereas the information about the identity of the loudspeaker increased monotonically
throughout the analyzed period (Fig. 3.33) and reached behavioral performance levels
(Fig. 3.1). This result confirms what was already suggested by the comparison between
the different analyzed time periods of the preferred egocentric location to the target and
the background loudspeakers (Fig. 3.20).
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Figure 3.33 – Decoder accuracy as a function of the cumulative time after sound onset used for decoding.
Inset: Accuracy of decoding the egocentric sound-source location as a function of the time after onset of the
25 ms bin used for decoding. The normalized accuracy of the egocentric location drops linearly from over 30%
until 50 ms after sound onset to almost chance level after 125ms after sound onset. All error bars correspond to
the standard deviation of the mean normalized accuracy across 20 sampling cycles. The 0% of the normalized
accuracy corresponds to the chance level accuracy and the 100% normalized accuracy to 100% accuracy.

To explore to what extent the diverse spatial tunings across the population of neurons
contributed to the egocentric and identity decoding accuracy, units with specific tuning
characteristics were selectively eliminated from the test data. For that, the corresponding
spike counts were set to zero throughout all the time bins (Fig. 2.13) and the decoding
accuracy was re-assessed. Elimination of either all units with differential spatial tuning
for the two sound-sources (18 units, compare Fig. 3.26) or exclusion of the same number
of units with either diverse response profiles (randomly selected – different units were
selected in each sampling cycle) or exclusively canonic hemispherically tuned units (compare Fig. 3.20, type “i” and “iii”) resulted in only mild reductions in the decoding accuracy
of the egocentric location and the identity (Fig. 3.34a), demonstrating the robustness towards these interventions.
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As expected, the drop in the accuracy for decoding the egocentric sound-source location was the largest when eliminating the canonical hemispherically tuned units (−4.8 ±
2.4%, mean±std). Accordingly, this drop is most evident for the left and the right soundsource locations (Fig. 3.34b - right panel) - the preferred egocentric sound-source locations of these units. The drop in accuracy by eliminating random units was minimal
(−1.4 ± 1.8%) and, similarly to eliminating differentially tuned units (−3.6 ± 2.2%), was
not significantly different from not excluding units (0 ± 2.1%) - which can be observed by
the overlap of the standard deviations.
Also not surprising is the fact that the largest drop in the accuracy for decoding the
identity of the active loudspeaker occurred when the units with a differential spatial tuning
to both loudspeakers were excluded (−4.2 ± 1.8). Fig. 3.34b (middle panel) evidences
the confusion between loudspeakers’ identities since the drop in the correctly predicted
values (diagonal) is accompanied by an increase of the percentage decoded in the same
egocentric sound-source location yet by the other loudspeaker. Once more, for decoding
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the identity of the sound-source, elimination of random units produced a non-significantly
different accuracy from the condition in which no units were excluded (−1.2 ± 1.7%), as
well as when hemispherically tuned units were eliminated (−2.9 ± 2.4% – compare to
0 ± 1.9%).

CHAPTER 4

Discussion

4.1

Behavioral paradigm

In this thesis, I reported on the development and implementation of a new behavioral
paradigm – the Sensory Island Task (SIT). In its sound localization version, animals must
forage in the arena for an area that prompts a change in the active loudspeaker to a specific
target loudspeaker and appropriately report its detection to get rewarded. In most of the
earlier studies, animals were either anesthetized [170], must hold a constant head position
[127] or had their movements restricted [79]. In contrast to these more conventional
approaches, in SIT animals freely move and engagement is required for a successful task
performance. By allowing voluntary self-motion and taking advantage of the animals’
natural exploratory and goal-oriented behavior, SIT can be considered an ecologically
relevant paradigm for the study of sound localization. Furthermore, the egocentric and
allocentric representations of the sound-sources are decoupled in SIT, enabling the study
of how static sound-sources are encoded in the brain of moving animals. This question is
often neglected but constitutes a major challenge for a system that is not topographically
represented in the sensory epithelium. Importantly, egocentric information is not sufficient
for the animals to be able to succeed in this task, which requires the use of a combination
of ego- and allocentric cues.
I showed that gerbils could learn the task and performed well above chance level
(Section 3.1.1). By introducing catch trials it was possible to verify that their behavior was
sound-source/allocentric location specific (Section 3.1.2). Moreover, a bias in the spatial
location of the target island was implemented for some animals, which incorporated this
bias into their exploration strategy (Section 3.1.3). This suggests that the task is not a mere
GO/NOGO paradigm, but that it includes the active search of target island locations by
the subjects. Furthermore, the animals performed well in the task even after the physical
swap of the loudspeakers, showing that they were not reporting a potential specificity of
a loudspeaker (Section 3.1.4).
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Gerbils in SIT moved typically in short bouts with short stationary moments in between. The duration of these stationary moments did not significantly differ between
target and background areas. This demonstrates that the animals did not completely halt
their movement in the target, further reinforcing the difference in nature between SIT and
a GO/NOGO task (Section 3.2.1). Interestingly, most animals turned towards the direction
of the target loudspeaker before finishing a trial (Fig. 3.11). This suggests that this behavior is advantageous to localize the auditory stimuli, which is in agreement with sound
localization being the most accurate in the midline [7]. In the background area, the animals were equally likely to start a bout in a locomotion state with or without translation;
whereas in the target island, they tended to avoid translational movement (Section 3.2.2).
This again points towards an association by the gerbils between a stimulus change and a
physical spatial location – the target island.
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Neuronal recordings

After achieving a good performance in the task, a tetrode bundle was implanted in the left
A1 of the trained gerbils. The observed neuronal latencies were typically short (<20 ms,
Section 3.3.1), as expected for recordings performed in the A1 [139]. Nonetheless, a
few neurons responded only to the sound offset, visible by the temporal alignment of
their latencies with the sound termination – in line with findings reported in the literature [77, 155, 156]. Curiously, the latency calculated for sounds coming from the target
loudspeaker was slightly longer than the one for the background loudspeaker. A study
where monkeys were performing a frequency discrimination task [171] reported on latency differences between a rewarded and an unrewarded condition for the same sound,
with neurons exhibiting a longer latency in the rewarded condition; this indicates that
such a latency difference could be caused by reward expectation. Alternatively, it could
be a consequence of different internal states of the animal since in [155] longer latencies
in the A1 were reported when cats were localizing in comparison to a passive condition.
This suggests that the gerbils in the experiments reported here might have been localizing
sounds more vigorously during presentations by the target loudspeaker.
A response to a sound did not always correspond to an increase in the firing rate, since
some neurons decreased their firing rate relative to the baseline. As reported in [156],
this is typically observed in layer V or VI of the AC and related to intracortical inhibition.
Characterization of the neuronal types

Based on the spike waveform, two types of neurons were found: the fast spiking neurons
and the regular spiking neurons, putative inhibitory and excitatory neurons, respectively
[151–153] (Section 3.3.2). The first exhibited shorter latencies and higher firing rates
than the latter, corroborating earlier research [157]. Interestingly, the fast-spiking neurons
were not as sharply tuned as the regular spiking ones, a similar result to what was observed
in the visual [163] and somatosensory [164] cortices. There, the weaker tuning of the
inhibitory PV+ neurons is thought to be a consequence of them receiving inputs from
several neurons with diverse tuning, possessing a gain control function of the ascending
projections, whereas the excitatory pyramidal neurons receive mostly inputs from cells
with a similar tuning. Such a process could also occur in the AC.
Spatially tuned neurons for sounds from both loudspeakers

A large variety of spatial tuning curves was observed (Fig. 3.19), including the canonic
broadly tuned hemispheric neurons [172], both with contra- and ipsilateral preference.
Interestingly, some neurons showed orientation sensitivity with a preference for the midline, which corresponds to a 0 µs ITD preference. These neurons have been described in
awake animals [111, 112, 155] as well as in anesthetized ones [60, 173] for ILDs, where
they were described as receiving excitatory inputs from both ears [60]. They were already
reported to exist in the MGB [43] where the experimenters also stimulated these neurons
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monaurally and described them as excitatory from the contralateral side and inhibitory
from the ipsilateral or as both sides being excitatory. This signifies that the same spatial
tuning can arise from different computations. Also the IC exhibits these neuronal spatial
tuning type [174], suggesting that the computation could be primarily performed at this
stage.
The formation of the preferred egocentric sound-source location was also briefly discussed (Section 3.3.4). Some neurons exhibited an increased firing rate relative to the
baseline for one egocentric sound-source location, whereas the response was decreased
for the opposite location. Other neurons simply exhibited a larger firing rate for one egocentric sound-source location than for the opposite. Nonetheless, the results of what is the
contribution of each ear to the response was not possible to pinpoint in this paradigm due
to the stimulation always being binaural.
The largest majority of the spatially tuned neurons exhibited a tuning preference for
a cardinal direction (front/back/ contra/ipsi), arising from the existing symmetry of the
diametrically opposed ears that gerbils in particular and mammals in general possess.
Moreover, this observation is in line with the proposed opponent-channel coding model
[17] since our results can be explained by the MSO neurons being more active for the
contralateral side. An "excitatory" contralaterally tuned neuron could be a direct reflection
of an MSO neuron response, whereas an "excitatory" ipsilaterally tuned neuron could be
the result of an excitation from a contralateral MSO neuron. Also a "suppressed" ipsilateral
favoring neuron could be computed via some stages that transform the excitatory input
from MSO into inhibition. At last, a midline favoring neuron could be a consequence of
the sum of two MSO neuron responses, each favoring the opposite hemisphere, with the
inflexion point being slightly off from zero. All of these computations are likely performed
by several different processing stages (midbrain and thalamus) until reaching the AC and
certainly with the output of more than one or two MSO neurons. Nonetheless, although
the MSO neurons’ tuning can explain the observed A1 egocentric spatial tuning curves, it
cannot explain the existence of loudspeaker identity-specific neurons.

Loudspeaker identity-specific neurons

Surprisingly, a large proportion of neurons were sensitive to which loudspeaker was active (loudspeaker identity-specific neurons – Fig. 3.20). The largest subset of those were
only spatially tuned to one of the two loudspeakers, typically to the target; whereas other
neurons were spatially tuned to both loudspeakers and yet exhibited a large difference
in the preferred egocentric sound-source location to sounds from the two loudspeakers.
Furthermore, some spatially untuned neurons exhibited a magnitude difference between
responses to both loudspeakers (Section 3.3.6), corresponding to "pure" allocentric neurons, i.e. sound-source angle independent. First hints of the existence of allocentric units
were already found in one earlier study [113], where however the animals were not actively localizing sounds but merely looking for water. Future studies should clarify for our
paradigm whether the observed magnitude difference arises from the allocentric position
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of the loudspeakers or from their different behavioral meaning to the animal (one loudspeaker is associated with a reward whereas the other is not) since in this study the two
factors are correlated.

The spatially tuned neurons that showed an opposite tuning (Fig. 3.26) for both loudspeakers could be interpreted as being sound-modulated head-direction neurons, given
that they maintained their tuning also at extreme angles with the loudspeakers. They
could help in combining a sound presentation with the world reference frame. The importance of head movements for sound localization was already mentioned in the 1930s
[175]. There are some possible explanations for the existence of neurons with such information in the AC. The DCN principal neurons are known to show sensitivity to headdirection [176]. This information could be maintained throughout the ascending auditory
pathway and arrive at the AC. Alternatively, this representation could arise from a connection with the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) [59], where 10% of neurons are reported to be
head-direction selective in the rat [177]. In the visual system, head-motion information
was observed in the layer 6 of the mouse V1, where it is integrated with visual signals
[178] – a similar effect could also occur in the A1.

Another possible explanation for the existence of loudspeaker identity-specific neurons
is spatial selective attention. In the visual system, several studies provide evidence for this
effect. In [179], humans could better detect stimuli at attended locations. In the areas
V2 and V4 of the macaque, baseline shifts occurred with higher firing rates when the attended location corresponded to the receptive field of the neuron [180]. Furthermore, the
membrane potential of mice V1 neurons was reported to be depolarized at a behaviorally
relevant location [181]. Such a phenomenon could also explain what we observed. In
fact, also in the auditory modality, humans were better at identifying birdsongs if they
knew where the songs would be played from [2]. Neuronally, the firing rate of some
neurons in the AC of monkeys that were performing a lateralization task was shown to
increase when the sound was presented at the attended ear [182]; however, without a
corresponding change in the spontaneous activity. This spatial attention could be driven
by the cingulate cortex, where spatial information was reported to be allocentrically represented [183], connects to A1 [59] and was referred to as having an analogous function to
the primate frontal eye field (FEF), known for its role in spatial selective attention [184].
The FEF exhibited auditory information [185] with very short latencies and inclusively
offset responses were represented [186]. Furthermore, the FEF was involved in auditory
spatial selective attention not only in people with closed eyes but also in congenitally blind
subjects [187]. In mice, the cingulate cortex was shown to enhance visual spatial selective
attention via its projections to V1 inhibitory interneurons [188]; a similar circuit could
potentially occur for the auditory modality.
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Temporal analysis of spatial tuning

The spatial tuning was calculated for three different periods of the PSTH: onset, offset
and late response (Fig. 3.20). Whereas during the onset period, the majority of spatially
tuned neurons preferred the canonical contra-, ipsilateral and midline egocentric sound
locations, during the offset and the late response periods that proportion was reduced.
Furthermore, during the late response period, the majority of spatially tuned neurons
exhibited a differential response to both loudspeakers. Altogether, this suggests that the
encoding of the egocentric location occurs preferentially during the onset period and of the
loudspeaker identity during the late response period. While most spatially tuned neurons
exhibited very short latencies (Fig. 3.21a), the few that had longer latencies corresponded
to loudspeaker identity-specific neurons. This could be indicative of top-down modulation.
Nonetheless, the latencies of other loudspeaker identity-specific neurons were as short as
the ones of the canonically tuned neurons. The loudspeaker identity-specific neurons typically exhibited a decrease in the firing rate during the onset period (Fig. 3.21c), whereas
the contralateral and midline favoring neurons increased their firing rate. The neurons
that preferred ipsilateral egocentric locations could either increase or decrease their firing
rate during onset. To rule out movement confounding responses, the preferred egocentric
sound-source location was also determined for stationary moments, which did not result
in any qualitative differences (Fig. 3.21e).
Interestingly, some neurons were spatially tuned in more than one time period (Section 3.3.5). Whereas a subset of those maintained the same preferred egocentric soundsource location, others changed theirs throughout time. Some neurons possessed an offset response oppositely tuned to the onset spatial tuning. The same effect was already
observed in ferrets both for ILDs as well as for ITDs, strengthening its general character
[162], and is in line with a study that showed that the synapses responsible for the onset
responses do not correspond to the ones encoding the offset responses [159]. Contrarily,
a study in macaques reported that neurons did not change their spatial tuning between
onset and offset periods [161]. Here, both neuronal behaviors were captured.
Changes in the spatial tuning between onset and late response periods were also observed in this study. Furthermore, for many onset-spatially tuned neurons, the spatial
tuning during the late response period was not significant (based on the vector strength)
for the neuron to be considered spatially tuned; nonetheless, the spatial tuning curves did
not completely overlap between the responses to both loudspeakers (Section 3.3.5). Both
cases can be informative about the identity of the loudspeaker and this information could
be relayed to higher order brain regions.
Late responses have already been suggested to be crucial for the creation of auditory
objects [189]. In fact, they were observed in neuronal responses to bird chirps in the A1 of
anesthetized cats [190] and passively listening monkeys [191], where these late responses
were hypothesized to be relevant for echoic memory or for temporal integration. Importantly, such late responses were also reported to exist in behaving animals. When monkeys
performed a task where they had to compare two frequencies with an intersound interval
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of 1 s, the firing rate after that interval was increased relative to non-performing in more
than half of the AC neurons [192]. In this study, the late response was interpreted as the
basis for short term memory; however, attention and expectation were also referred to as
possible causes. In [193], ferrets were trained to discriminate pitch in a task where they
had to compare a target pitch to a reference and report whether the target had a higher
or a lower pitch. Interestingly, despite the fundamental frequency being well encoded in
the onset responses, the late responses predicted the reported pitch better, especially responses recorded in deeper layers. The anatomical evidence from our work (Fig. 2.5) and
the fact that in our study many neurons exhibited late responses and decreased their firing
rate in response to a sound (characteristic of deeper layers) suggest that our recordings
were also mainly performed in deeper layers (however, the recording depth was lowered
throughout the experiments).

Performance encoded in the population response

Similar to [193–198], the perception or choice of the gerbil in our task was also encoded in
the neuronal recordings since the firing rate was significantly lower during the last 2 s before correctly finishing a trial (which in this paradigm corresponds to reporting a decision)
in comparison to the last 2 s before wrongly leaving the target island (Section 3.3.7). This
effect could not be explained by neuronal rate adaptation, nor by movement or egocentric
sound-source location. Also in [171], a decrease in the onset excitation of AC neurons
was observed when the animal was rewarded in comparison to an unrewarded situation
for the same sound.

Neuronal spatial tuning is sharper for sounds from the target loudspeaker

The recorded neurons exhibited a sharper spatial tuning to sounds coming from the target loudspeaker than from the background loudspeaker (Section 3.3.8). This effect was
also observed in the amplitude of the LFP evoked response, which similarly was larger
for the target loudspeaker (data analyzed by Dardo Ferreiro and shown in [117] – see
appendix B). Earlier studies showed that the need to localize a sound sharpened the
neurons’ spatial response [105], as well as when competing sound-sources were added
[127, 199, 200]. This sharpening effect, combined with the latencies being longer for
the target loudspeaker and the animals turning towards the loudspeaker in the target island, suggests that the animals localized sounds more vigorously in the target than in the
background area: perhaps they were more engaged/attentive in the island due to reward
expectation. An alternative hypothesis for this neuronal sharpening could be related to
the pairing of the target loudspeaker with an LED light, which could have led to multisensory integration – already shown to enhance sound localization [69]. However, because
the results indicate that the animals never did that association (Section 3.1.1), I would
consider this an unlikely possibility.
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Simultaneous decoding of the egocentric location and of the identity of the sound source

The implementation of an artificial neural network allowed for the combination of the
neuronal responses almost in their entirety to form a framework that enabled a better understanding of the data acquired. This algorithm was capable not only of predicting with
high accuracy the egocentric location of the active loudspeaker but also of identifying
which of the two loudspeakers was active (Section 3.3.10). This proves that the interconnection of subject- and world-based information is present in the neuronal representations
in the A1.
Interestingly, the decoding algorithm also exhibited phenomena that were already observed in psychophysics. Specifically, that the frontal sound-source location was mainly
mistaken with the back [7, 201], an effect that is stronger for low frequencies and that
was already observed in earlier neuronal recordings [74, 202]. This decoding property
was probably influenced by the spatial tuning of the orientation-sensitive neurons (such
as the neuron ii in Fig. 3.19) as well as by the broad hemispherically tuned neurons that
have a sharp transition at the midline. This poor front/back discrimination effect is a consequence of the binaural cues being identical for the front and back and the spectral cues
not being very effective at low frequencies. Nonetheless, the decoder attributed with high
accuracy the sounds presented in the midline to the midline orientation (front/back) and
was very good in lateralization – the sounds presented from both left and right hemifields
were correctly assigned to the correct hemifield. Only sometimes were these incorrectly
assigned to another location in the same hemifield (e.g. a left-back egocentric soundsource location could be confused with left or left-front locations). This effect is probably
a consequence of the ITD’s rate change decreasing for larger azimuths – which means that
for the same change in azimuth, the ITD value changes less when the sound-source is
laterally located than when it is located around the midline [203, 204]. This is in agreement with the slope of the neuronal response curve being the largest in the midline [17]
and therefore the most informative at those azimuths. This effect of the decrease in the
localization accuracy (and consequent increase in the minimum audible angle) for lateral azimuths was already behaviorally shown in humans [7, 201, 205, 206] and in cats
[207, 208]. It was also earlier observed in a neuronal population in the AC of cats [209].
The accuracy in predicting the correct egocentric loudspeaker location was larger for
the target than for the background, which indicates that the target loudspeaker was better
localized than the background. This might be a consequence of the observed higher vector
strength to the target loudspeaker (Section 3.3.8) and points towards a more engaged
state of the animal when in the target island.
The temporal analysis of the decoder revealed that the onset response encoded mostly
the egocentric location of the active loudspeaker, whereas the identity of the active loudspeaker was encoded throughout the inter-onset period, reaching behavioral levels. The
comparison between the preferred egocentric sound-source locations during the onset
and the late response periods for all the spatially tuned neurons already hinted at such a
decoding property. Despite the neuronal input signaling the identity of the loudspeaker
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presumably coming from higher order regions, the decoder already predicts the identity of
the active loudspeaker above chance since the beginning of the stimulus. However, since
the sounds are repeated every 250 ms, this might also be influenced by the beginning of a
stimulation in reality following to the late response period of the neuron’s response to the
previous sound.
To better understand the influence of specific spatial tuning classes in the decoding, a
subset (or in the case of the differentially tuned units, the whole set) of neurons of either
hemispherically tuned, differentially tuned or randomly chosen neurons was eliminated.
Overall, the artificial neural network demonstrated remarkable robustness towards these
interventions, as decoding accuracy for both reference frames remained far above chance
level regardless of the eliminated neuronal tuning class. This robustness suggests that distributed interactions in population responses underlie an interlaced coding of egocentric
and allocentric information.
Conclusion

Taken together, this study signifies that sound localization in the AC can no longer be
assumed to be static, hard-wired and completely egocentric. In contrast, it is highly modulated by context, reward expectation, choice, and even where in the world the sound
sources are located during active navigation. Specifically, different areas in the world reference frame where sound sources are located can be of different relevance to the animal.
Here, we show that such differences impact the coding of sound localization, perhaps
by mechanisms of spatial selective attention. This study demonstrates the necessity of
incorporating active navigation, engagement and behavioral relevance in further sound
localization research to better understand everyday life auditory scene analysis.
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Future directions

Based on the results presented here, there are many potential experiments that could
further deepen our understanding of how sound localization is performed in an active and
natural environment.
One open question, for example, is whether the need to better localize sounds results
in a sharpening of the neuronal responses. In [105] it was shown that the neuronal
tuning sharpens between an auditory task where the animal does not need to localize and
one where localization is crucial. However, it did not explore whether there are various
degrees of sharpening depending on the difficulty of the sound localization task. This
could for example be studied in the SIT paradigm by gradually bringing together in space
the target and the background – which would increase the task difficulty. Increased task
difficulty was previously shown to result in a larger neuronal signal-to-noise ratio in a
sound detection task in ferrets [210].
In our experiments, the gerbils were highly trained before the recordings were performed. This training could influence the neuronal responses observed and therefore we
could be reporting on phenomena that are not prevalent in nature. An experiment that
could easily be implemented is the comparison of our results with those of naive animals.
Even more interesting would perhaps be to record neuronal responses during learning.
This would allow for observing hypothetical changes in the encoding of sound source location throughout different learning stages. A potential caveat is that naive animals would
most likely not actively localize sounds, and any observed change could be interpreted as
a result of the lack of engagement. Hopefully, intermediate learning stages where animals
just learned the importance of localizing sounds for task performance would be insightful
regarding which factors influence the neuronal responses.
A possibility to investigate the nature of the inputs that provide allocentric information
(e.g. the retrosplenial or cingulate cortex) to the AC would be to optogenetically identify
the neurons that receive projections from those areas for later recording their signals in
the AC.
The corticostriatal pathway was shown to encode choice and expected size of reward
[195]. Moreover, its optogenetic activation biases animals’ choices [211]. It would be
interesting to observe whether this would also be the case in the SIT paradigm, given that
the period of time during which the animal is choosing is much longer. Furthermore the
sit-time could be reduced after the animal has learned the task. I hypothesize that the
effect is stronger for shorter sit-times, for which there is less time for evidence accumulation. In a related experiment, the role of the corticostriatal pathway could be investigated
in the observed decrease of neuronal firing before correctly finishing a trial by silencing
the pathway, given that this reduction could signal reward expectation.
Another intriguing question that remains is how different sound-source allocentric locations are encoded in the brain. In the A1 of mice, there is evidence that sounds are
categorized by the activation of a few discrete response modes [212]. Each of these modes
corresponds to a specific small local neuronal network. Some modes are common between
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sounds, specifically the sounds that are perceptually classified into the same category. Interestingly the transition between modes is highly non-linear, suggesting attractor-like
dynamics. This could potentially be the basis for auditory object formation. I propose to
test whether this phenomenon can also be observed in SIT. I hypothesize that at least one
response mode is specific to a certain allocentric position/sound-source, irrespective of
other varying sound features. To test this hypothesis, I would suggest recording neuronal
activity using miniscopes [213] instead of electrophysiology, due to evidence that a complete sound representation occurs at a global scale and not in one local network [212].
Moreover, the sound varying features that would not be task-relevant could potentially be
the fundamental frequencies of the harmonic complexes played to the animal.
In the paradigm presented here the reward and spatially relevant area for the animal
is confounded with the sound source location and therefore it is not possible to investigate their individual contributions. To decouple the two and actually understand if spatial
selective attention is an observed mechanism, I would suggest performing the same experiment with more than two loudspeakers, where the target island would correspond to
the activation of one specific loudspeaker and another island (or more) would activate
other specific loudspeaker(s) – such as the multiple islands in the frequency version of SIT
[117].
Many other experiments will have to be performed until we finally understand how
the brain localizes sounds. This study shows us that active navigation in the real world
and selective listening must be taken into account to have a complete picture of the reality.
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A

Appendix - Sampling uniformly from a circle
To sample uniformly from a circle with radius R, one cannot simply follow the intuition
and pick from a uniform distribution an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π) and a radius r ∈ [0, R], since that
would lead to many more points in the center than at the borders (Fig. A.1a).
Dots uniformly distributed along a circle with radius r have a certain density of
dots/length. To maintain this density along a circle with radius ar, the number of dots
must also be multiplied by a, since the perimeter is proportional to r. The number of
dots must then also be proportional to the radius of the circle and consequently the radial
probability density function is of the type mr. The integral over all possible radius of
the radial probability density function is by definition of probability density function 1:
RR
mr dr = 1 ⇔ m = R22 . The cumulative distribution function (CDF) will then be
R0 2
2
r dr = Rr 2 . The CDF has as limits per definition 0 and 1 and as our goal is to have
R2
a uniform distribution, any value of the CDF must always be a number drawn from a
uniform distribution between 0 and 1: u. By calculating the inverse CDF, we arrive to the
√
2
r to which each u corresponds: u == Rr 2 ⇔ r = R u (Fig. A.1b).

a

b

Figure A.1 – Sampling from a circle a using a non-uniform distribution b using a uniform distribution
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B

Appendix - Behavioral paradigm (SIT)
article
Part of my PhD was dedicated to developing and improving a behavioral paradigm that
can be used to assess sensory perception in a more naturalistic context, namely in freely
moving animals. However, not all aspects of this study were presented in this monograph.
For all these reasons, this article is here presented as an appendix.
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A central function of sensory systems is the gathering of information about dynamic
interactions with the environment during self-motion. To determine whether modulation
of a sensory cue was externally caused or a result of self-motion is fundamental
to perceptual invariance and requires the continuous update of sensory processing
about recent movements. This process is highly context-dependent and crucial for
perceptual performances such as decision-making and sensory object formation. Yet
despite its fundamental ecological role, voluntary self-motion is rarely incorporated in
perceptual or neurophysiological investigations of sensory processing in animals. Here,
we present the Sensory Island Task (SIT), a new freely moving search paradigm to
study sensory processing and perception. In SIT, animals explore an open-field arena
to find a sensory target relying solely on changes in the presented stimulus, which is
controlled by closed-loop position tracking in real-time. Within a few sessions, animals
are trained via positive reinforcement to search for a particular area in the arena
(“target island”), which triggers the presentation of the target stimulus. The location of
the target island is randomized across trials, making the modulated stimulus feature
the only informative cue for task completion. Animals report detection of the target
stimulus by remaining within the island for a defined time (“sit-time”). Multiple “nontarget” islands can be incorporated to test psychometric discrimination and identification
performance. We exemplify the suitability of SIT for rodents (Mongolian gerbil, Meriones
unguiculatus) and small primates (mouse lemur, Microcebus murinus) and for studying
various sensory perceptual performances (auditory frequency discrimination, sound
source localization, visual orientation discrimination). Furthermore, we show that pairing
SIT with chronic electrophysiological recordings allows revealing neuronal signatures of
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sensory processing under ecologically relevant conditions during goal-oriented behavior.
In conclusion, SIT represents a flexible and easily implementable behavioral paradigm for
mammals that combines self-motion and natural exploratory behavior to study sensory
sensitivity and decision-making and their underlying neuronal processing.
Keywords: psychophysics, sensory feedback, chronic recording, go no-go, freely moving, sound localization,
frequency discrimination, orientation selectivity

INTRODUCTION

However, despite the fundamental role of self-movement
during goal-oriented behavior and the resulting multisensory
co-modulation in complex sensory scenes, experimental
investigations including these aspects are still underrepresented
in the literature (Krakauer et al., 2017). While reports on
psychophysical measurements involving decision-making are
recently increasing (Carandini and Churchland, 2013; Saleem
et al., 2018; The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020),
to this date, a flexible experimental paradigm to study sensory
processing during goal-oriented behavior in freely moving
animals is lacking. Here, we modified and expanded the existing
concept of using closed-loop free navigation assays (Polley
et al., 2004; Whitton et al., 2014). We present the Sensory
Island Task (SIT), a novel experimental paradigm to study
sensory processing of variable modalities during unrestricted
self-movement in actively engaged animals that also allows for
simultaneous neural recordings.

Understanding how specific behaviors (reflexes, motor patterns,
sensory representations, subjective perception, or cognitive
functions) arise from neural processing is a primary goal of
neuroscience. Pioneering research on sensory processing was
based on observations of organisms and their innate behavior in
their natural habitats (von Frisch, 1954; Tinbergen, 1963; Lorenz,
1981). This minimal-intervention approach laid the groundwork
for the study of natural behavior during ethologically adequate
sensory stimulation, yet left questions regarding the underlying
neuronal mechanisms and brain circuits largely unanswered. In
the last decades, experimental methods to study neural activity
in awake and behaving animals have been increasing in number
and complexity, providing previously unreachable insights into
processing capabilities of neural populations. However, the
great complexity of these techniques often requires highly
controlled experimental conditions, which in turn limit their
ecological relevance. Thus, they are prone to underestimate the
dimensionality of neuronal processing (Gao and Ganguli, 2015;
Krakauer et al., 2017).
A central evolutionary driving force acting on sensory systems
is the processing of environmental cues in relation to selfmotion: the interdependence of a motor action and the resulting
modulation of sensory information is a fundamental aspect of
both neural coding and decision making (Etienne et al., 1996;
Ma and Jazayeri, 2014; Case et al., 2015), because this reciprocal
interaction with the outside world allows for the continuous
update of the “internal framework” within which the sensory
inputs are interpreted (von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1950; review:
Campbell and Giocomo, 2018). Accordingly, substantial neural
resources are dedicated to gathering and interpreting sensory
information in relation to one’s own voluntary actions (Keller
et al., 2012; Rancz et al., 2015; Vélez-Fort et al., 2018). A number
of studies recently demonstrated the impact of movement
on neuronal processing across sensory modalities, including
somatosensation (Fu et al., 2014; Kerekes et al., 2017), vision
(Chiappe et al., 2010; Niell and Stryker, 2010; Maimon et al., 2010;
Dadarlat and Stryker, 2017; Clancy et al., 2019), and audition
(Zhou et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2014; for review see Schneider
and Mooney, 2018). Likewise, multisensory co-modulation of the
physical properties of the environment is crucial for inference
and sensory object formation (Noppeney et al., 2008; Diehl and
Romanski, 2014; Altieri et al., 2015; Atilgan et al., 2018) and,
thus, highlights the importance of active task engagement of the
experimental animals. This informational framework is highly
plastic and subject to context-dependent modulation (Chabrol
et al., 2015; Deneux et al., 2019).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In SIT, animals freely explore an arena in the presence of
sensory background stimulation. They are trained to search for
a hidden target island (a small circular sub-space in the arena,
see below). Upon entering the target island, the background
stimulus switches to the target stimulus. The animals are trained
to report the detection of the target stimulus by staying at this
position in the arena (i.e., within the target island). The position
of the target island is altered in each trial and, thus, can only
be found by detection of the change in sensory stimulation.
A trial is considered correct when the animal stays within the
target island for a specific duration (“sit-time,” typically 5–6 s).
After a correct trial, a food reward is dropped in the arena via
an overhead food dispenser. Trials have a time limit (typically
60 s) after which they are considered incorrect. Additionally,
in some experiments (multi-island, see section “Results” for
details), non-target islands were introduced simultaneously with
the target island. These islands triggered a different change
of stimulation than the target and no reward was provided
when sit-time was achieved. This design of the task renders
it a natural implementation of the NO-GO sensory change
detection task, which are typically used in head-fixed experiments
(Carandini and Churchland, 2013) and here is replaced by a
sit-in-place condition.

Animals and Housing: Gerbils
Here, SIT was used in two sensory modalities (auditory and
visual) and in two species. Mongolian gerbils (Meriones
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unguiculatus) were used to probe auditory frequency
discrimination and identification (aSITfreq ) and sound source
localization (aSITloc ) as well as visual orientation discrimination
(vSITori ). All procedures involving gerbils were approved in
accordance with the stipulations of the German animal welfare
law (Tierschutzgesetz) (AZ 55.2-1-54-2532-74-2016 and AZ
55.2-1-54-2532-70-2016). The animals were from the breeding
colony of the Biocenter of the Ludwig-Maximilians University
Munich. Animals were housed in groups of 3–4 individuals with
12 h light/dark cycles.

55 dB above background noise. The animal’s position was tracked
via images captured every 250 ms with a Flea3 camera (FL3-U313Y3M-C, Point Grey Research Inc.), centered over the arena at a
height of 130 cm from the arena floor. Stimulation parameters
(i.e., sound frequency or source location) were updated online
according to the animals’ position within the arena (see section
“Results” for details). Custom-made software for animal tracking,
stimuli generation and food reward delivery was developed in
MATLAB. A custom-made overhead rotating food dispenser
positioned 100 cm over the arena was used for automatic reward
administration by dropping a food pellet (∼20 mg, TestDiet
LabTab AIN-76A) or part of a sunflower seed after every correct
trial. If the animal did not correctly report the target island within
the time limit, a low-pass filtered noise was presented to the
animal for 10 s, during which no new trial could be initiated.

Animals and Housing: Mouse Lemurs
Additionally, aSITfreq was conducted with two gray mouse
lemurs (Microcebus murinus). The non-invasive experiments
were in accordance to the NRC Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, the European Directive 2010/63/EU, and the
German Animal Welfare Act. They were approved by the Animal
Welfare Committee of the University of Veterinary Medicine and
approved and licensed by the Animal Welfare Committee of the
LAVES (AZ 33.19-42502-04-18/3050). The animals were from
the breeding colony of the Institute of Zoology of the University
of Veterinary Medicine Hannover. Maintaining and breeding
were permitted by the Landeshauptstadt Hannover and the
Landesamt für Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit
(LAVES; AZ 42500/1H).

Behavioral Training During aSITfreq and
aSITloc With Gerbils
Two gerbils were used for the behavioral testing of the aSITfreq
paradigms, and 11 gerbils were tested in the aSITloc version of the
task. Training of gerbils began at a minimum of 8 weeks of age. All
gerbils within this study were male. Water and food (pellets) were
provided ad libitum until training started, at which point food
was only available during training sessions as reward for correct
trials. No more than two training sessions were carried out per
day, lasting up to 60 min each for aSITfreq and up to 90 min
for aSITloc . Final parameters of island size (diameter = 25 cm,
∼7% of the arena surface) and sit-time (6 s) were identical for
both aSITloc and aSITfreq . For aSITfreq , animals were presented
with the final parameters from the beginning of training. For
aSITloc the training of the animals was performed by gradually
reducing island size (starting at diameter = 42 cm, ∼21% of the
arena surface) and increasing sit-time (starting with 2 s) over the
course of the training sessions. Additionally, for aSITloc , animals
were initially trained in a protocol with one slightly elevated,
peripheral, circular initiation platform (diameter = 12 cm), which
the animals had to visit in order to initiate a trial. For aSITfreq , an
additional configuration with multiple islands was tested, where
three non-target islands were available in the arena alongside the
aforementioned target island (see section “Results” for details).
All gerbils in the aSIT tasks underwent a general habituation
period in the SIT setup for 15 min per day for 5 days.

Setup and Stimulation During aSITfreq
and aSITloc With Gerbils
The aSITfreq and aSITloc (freq: sound frequency as target
indicator; loc: sound source location as target indicator) tests
with gerbils were conducted in a custom-made setup consisting
of a circular arena (diameter = 92 cm) within a sound attenuated
chamber (Figure 1A). The arena floor consisted of a blackpainted wood or PVC surface surrounded by perforated metal
walls (height: 16 cm). Additionally, PVC walls were mounted
on top of the metal wall around the entire arena up to a
height of 75 cm.
Stimuli were computer generated and transmitted through
an amplifier (AVR 445 Harman/Kardon, Germany). Stimulus
presentation was delivered through loudspeakers (Aurasound
NSW1-205-8A 100 Extended Range) mounted externally of the
arena (∼5 cm distance to the metal walls). Auditory stimuli
during aSITfreq were 57 ms long pure tones with frequency
according to task structure. Trial initiation elicited the playback
of the background frequency (20 kHz), and animal entrance into
an island triggered the switch of the frequency played to the target
frequency of 660 Hz or non-target frequencies of 460, 860, 1060,
or 1320 Hz (Figure 2 - see section “Results” for details). Stimuli
during aSITloc were 57 ms long harmonic complex sounds with a
fundamental frequency of 147±4 Hz and low-pass filtered below
1.5 kHz. Trial initiation triggered the playback of the abovementioned harmonic complex by the background loudspeaker,
and animal entrance into the island triggered the switch of the
playback to the target loudspeaker. Stimuli in either aSIT version
were played at a repetition rate of 4 Hz and their amplitude was
70 dB SPL roved ±5 dB, which rendered a stimulation of about
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Setup and Stimulation During aSITfreq
With Mouse Lemurs
The aSITfreq experiments with mouse lemurs were conceptually
identical, yet with adapted parameters to accommodate to
species-specific exploration behaviors. Experiments were
conducted in a circular open field arena with a diameter of
80 cm and a height of 70 cm (Figure 1F). For online animal
tracking, a camera (Logitech C500 Webcam) with removed
infrared filter was positioned above the center of the maze and at
a distance of 92 cm from the floor plate, so that the arena floor
optimally fitted the vertical dimensions of the video picture. For
acoustic stimulation, a single broadband speaker (Visaton B200,
VISATON GmbH & Co., KG, Haan, Germany) was mounted
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the initiation platform were fixed values, the size of the target
island, the sit-time, and the trial duration could vary between
sessions. In the first session, the size of the target island was set to
a diameter of 32 cm (∼16% of arena surface), the target duration
to 1 s, and the trial duration to 120 s. To increase the difficulty
with increasing training and to better differentiate behavioral
responses to the target sound from chance-level performance,
these variables were changed between sessions, depending on the
animal’s performance on the preceding training days. Values for
the final sessions were a target island diameter of 24 cm (∼9%
of arena surface) and a sit-time of 5 s. Animals were trained until
performance in three consecutive sessions under these conditions
was above chance level.

above the arena at a distance of 165 cm from the arena floor.
The floorplate was made of frosted light-conducting acrylic
glass (Plexiglas LED, Evonik Industries, Darmstadt, Germany)
and illuminated with infrared diodes (peak wavelength at
940 nm) from below to provide optimal contrast between
background and experimental animal during tracking. The
sidewall of the circular arena was made of opaque, dark-gray
acrylic glass (Zimmermann + Collegen Kunststoff-Technik
GmbH, Hannover, Germany). Food rewards used as positive
reinforcement during the learning experiments (see below)
were provided on-top of the regular, ad libitum diet. To provide
food rewards (small peanut pieces of approximately 15 mg)
for correct behavioral responses during training, commercially
available aquarium feeders (Rondomatik 400, Grässlin GmbH,
St. Georgen, Germany) were modified to be controllable with
Arduino Uno microcontrollers via Arduino Uno motor shields
(v1). Two of these modified feeders were installed at opposing
positions on the arena wall (i.e., at a distance of approximately
70 cm from the floor) and their positions could easily be shifted
between sessions to reduce predictability of the reward location.
For online animal tracking as well as sound stimulation and
hardware control based on the animal’s behavior, we used
self-coded Python scripts, running on windows machines with
Windows 7 and Python 3.7.
R

Setup and Stimulation During vSITori
With Gerbils
The vSITori experiments were conducted in a 3D virtual reality
setup called ratCAVE (Del Grosso et al., 2017), which was
designed for behavioral experiments in freely moving animals. To
this end, a large rectangular arena (dimensions 162 cm × 72 cm
and walls of 60 cm height, placed with a 70 degrees angle
to accommodate the visual projection), was used. A set of 7
cameras (Prime 13W 240 fps, OptiTrack, NaturalPoint Inc.,
United States) served to record the 3D position of reflective
markers fixed on the head of the animal. A projector with 240
fps frame rate (VPixx Technologies Inc., Canada), mounted
to the ceiling, was used to project the image of the virtual
environment on the walls of the arena depending on animal
position (Figure 3A). A food dispenser (Campden Instruments
Ltd.) positioned above the arena served for automatic reward
administration by dropping a food pellet (∼20 mg, TestDiet
LabTab AIN-76A) after every correct trial. A custom-written
python-based software was used to manage the projection,
animal rewarding, positioning, and data logging.
The virtual environment for the vSITori experiment consisted
of black and white square-wave grating patterns with stripes of
10 cm width, projected on all four walls of the arena. When
animals entered the target island, the projected grating pattern
on the walls changed its orientation from vertical to horizontal
(Figure 3B). A non-target island was additionally implemented
for one of the animals which, upon animal entrance, triggered
change from the vertical grating projection to oblique (45
degrees). Each successful trial was followed by an inter-trial
period of 15 s with only light projected on the arena floor
(no patterns on the walls) to allow the animal to find the
rewarded pellet. After the inter-trial interval, the new trial
started automatically.

Behavioral Training During aSITfreq With
Mouse Lemurs
Training of mouse lemurs was conducted in male individuals
aged 5 and 6 years that had previously participated in nonauditory behavioral experiments unrelated to SIT. To avoid stress,
subjects were transported to the setup in their sleeping boxes
and experiments were conducted under low-light conditions (1–
5 lux). Each animal was trained once per day during workdays in
a single session of 60 min or 50 completed trials (depending on
which limit was reached first). Animals were trained in a protocol
with one slightly elevated, peripheral, circular initiation platform,
which the respective animal had to visit in order to initiate a trial,
and one circular target island. Once a trial had been initiated, a
background sound (pure tone of 10 kHz, 57 ms duration, sound
pressure level = 67.5 ± 2.5 dB) was played back at a repetition
rate of approximately 5 Hz while the geometric center of the
animal remained outside of the target island (pseudo-randomly
generated position without overlap with the initiation platform).
As soon as the animal entered the target island during a given
trial, stimulation switched to the target sound (pure tone of 4 kHz,
all other properties were identical to the background sound). The
frequency of the stimuli was chosen to lie within the range of
optimal hearing described for mouse lemurs (Schopf et al., 2014).
If the animal failed to find the target island or to remain within
it for the desired sit-time within a pre-defined trial duration,
the trial stopped, as did the acoustic stimulation, and the animal
had to revisit the initiation platform to start a new trial. During
the experiments, the setup was illuminated with dim red light,
comparable to the illumination of the housing rooms during the
daily activity phase of the nocturnal mouse lemurs. While the
location and size (diameter = 18 cm, 5% of arena surface) of
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Behavioral Training During vSITori With
Gerbils
Two male gerbils were trained in this version of vSITori . No
habituation was required, as they had previously participated
in another study within the same arena. Animals were food
restricted and kept at a minimum weight of 85% of the ad libitum
condition. Similar to the aSITloc experiments, training of the
animals was performed by gradually reducing island size (starting
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The implant used in this experiment was a tetrode bundle
consisting of four tetrodes glued together, which, on their turn,
consisted of four insulated tungsten wires (12.7 µm diameter
each, tungsten 99.95%, California Fine Wire) twisted around each
other. Each wire was connected to a custom-made printed circuit
board with Omnetics connector (Axona), which was attached to
a lightweight microdrive (0.25 mm/turn, Axona). The tetrodes
were glued together and protected by an inner and outer cannula
that could slide by each other. On the day prior to the surgery,
the tip of all electrodes were cut with sharp scissors and gold
plated (Non-Cyanide Gold Plating Solution, Neuralynx) to reach
a desired impedance of 100–150 kOhm (at 1 kHz). The tetrode
bundle was implanted vertically in the following coordinates
from lambda: 6.2 mm lateral, 2.6 mm anterior. The recording
depicted in Figure 4 occurred at an electrode depth of ∼1.3 mm.
Recorded signals were amplified and digitized (16bit resolution) in the wireless headstage (W2100-HS16,
Multichannel Systems), and transmitted to the receiver. Through
an interface board (W2100-System, Multichannel Systems), the
signal was then sent to the computer where it was acquired with a
sampling rate of 25 kHz via commercial software (Multi Channel
Experimenter). A digital signal for posterior alignment of the
sounds and video with the neural signal was simultaneously sent
to the interface board.

at ∼10% of the arena surface) and increasing sit-time (starting
at 2 s) over the course of the training sessions. At the end of
the training (15 and 24 sessions), a trial was considered correct
when the animal stayed within the target island of minimal size
(∼6% of arena surface area) for a sit-time of 6 s. For one of the
gerbils, the non-target island was introduced to the trials after
performance reached a level significantly different from chance
(see section “Results”).

Source Code Availability
Protocols to perform aSITfreq experiments are freely accessible for
download at https://gin.g-node.org/asobolev/runsit/.

Surgical Procedures and Chronic
Electrophysiological Recordings
One adult male Mongolian gerbil (∼70 g) that was trained
in aSITloc underwent tetrode implantation surgery. At the
beginning of the surgery, the animal was anesthetized with
an intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of metedomidin
(0.15 mg/kg), midazolam (7.5 mg/kg), and fentanyl (0.03 mg/kg).
The depth of the anesthesia was verified by lack of paw pinch
or eye lid reflexes. To maintain it at a constant level, the same
mixture was subcutaneously re-injected every 90 min. After
shaving and disinfecting the head, a local anesthetic (50 µl,
2% xylocaine) was injected under the scalp skin and below the
skin near the ears. For protection and to prevent dehydration,
the eyes were covered with an ophthalmic gel (Thilo-Tears SE,
Alcon Pharma GmbH). The animal was then transferred to the
stereotactic apparatus, where its head was securely fixed via a
bite and ear bars. Its internal temperature was monitored with
a rectal thermometer and kept constant at 37◦ C throughout
the experiment by a feedback controlled electric heating pad
(Harvard Apparatus). After disinfection, a midline scalp incision
was performed to expose the skull. Subsequently, the connective
tissue on the skull was removed with a bone curette and the
skull was treated with 35% phosphoric acid (iBOND etch gel,
Kulzer), which was promptly washed away. Structural screws
were placed on top of the left frontal and right parietal bones
and the ground screw on the occipital bone, so that it gently
touched the brain. After stereotactic alignment, a 3 × 3 mm
craniotomy and durotomy were performed on top of the left
auditory cortex, followed by a very slow lowering (2 µm/s)
of a tetrode bundle to a maximum depth of 0.9 mm into the
cortex, using a micromanipulator (Scientifica). The craniotomy
was carefully filled with KY-jelly and immediately sealed with
dental cement (Paladur, Kulzer), which also fixated the bottom
of the microdrive and the outer cannula that protected the
tetrodes. 1 ml of Ringer’s solution was subcutaneously injected
at the end of the surgery and the anesthesia was reversed via
subcutaneous injection of the antagonist mixture composed of
naloxone (0.5 mg/kg), flumazenil (0.4 mg/kg), and atipamezol
(0.375 mg/kg). Analgesics (0.2 mg/kg, meloxicam) and antibiotics
(7.5 mg/kg, enrofloxacin) were orally administered post surgically
for five subsequent recovery days. During this time, the animals
had food and water ad libitum and were not trained.
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Data Analysis
All data analyses were performed in MATLAB (Mathworks)
and Python using custom scripts. To test the performance of
the animals, we compared the percentage of correct trials in
each session with surrogate runs based on random target island
shuffling. That is, for each trial (offline, a posteriori), 1000
surrogate (non-real) islands, non-overlapping with the target one,
were randomly set and the real trajectory of the animal was
used to calculate in how many of these islands the trial would
have been correct given the required sit-time (Supplementary
Figure S1). At each time point, we determined how many
trials were already finished and the respective uncertainty (95%
confidence interval) was calculated based on bootstrapping
(random sampling with replacement from all the trials of
the session). The median chance performance and confidence
interval at each time point was calculated based on bootstrapping
from the random target island shuffling data (random sampling
with replacement from the 1000 surrogate trials with number of
trials as size of the sample). The chance performance calculation
was based on trajectories from trials which were incomplete up
to the considered time point (real target island not yet found)
and trajectories in which the animal stayed longer than the sittime in the surrogate island before that time point. A trial which
had been finished by that time point and in which the animal did
not find the surrogate island cannot be used in the bootstrapping
of the time points posterior to the finishing time because it is
unknown whether the animal would have found the island if the
trial had been longer. This method allows obtaining an estimate
of the proportion of correct trials the animal would have gotten
just by chance given their locomotion trajectory and dynamics.
In the multi-islands version of SIT, the sit-time incidence was
calculated by assigning an island to each trial. This assignment
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corresponds to the first island in which the animal stayed longer
than the sit-time. For example, if the animal correctly finished
a specific trial but had been sitting for longer than the sit-time
in a non-target island prior to finishing, this trial is assigned
to the respective non-target feature and not to the target one,
even though the animal also remained sufficiently long in the
target island later. A trial in which the animal never remained
for longer than the sit-time in any island is assigned to “None.”
In the aSITfreq multi-island configuration, the target frequency is
always present but the non-target frequencies are not, as there are
4 non-target frequencies and only 3 non-target islands in each
trial. Therefore, for each session, we calculated the percentage
of trials assigned to each frequency, normalized by the total
amount of trials in which the respective frequency was available.
As a measure of uncertainty, the 95% confidence interval was
calculated by bootstrapping (the percentage calculation was done
on 1000 random samples with replacement from the assignment
to each frequency with number of trials as size of the sample).
The chance level (calculated per animal with data from the last
session of the single island version) was subtracted from this
percentage and the 95% confidence interval was calculated using
error propagation.
For the construction of the psychometric function, in each
session all the events in which the animal stayed at least 1s in the
island were identified. For those events, the percentage of times
the animal stayed in a specific frequency island for the designated
sit-time (6 s) was calculated. This allows the construction of
max
a perception curve by fitting a logistic function
+
1+e−slope(x−x0 )
offset to these percentage values, with the frequency distance in
octaves of each island to the target frequency as x; the offset
in relation to zero describes the recurrent behavior of stopping
randomly, which occasionally can last longer than the sit-time.
For the analysis of the local field potential (LFP), the
recorded signal was low-pass filtered at 600 Hz. Auditory evoked
potential (AEP) was calculated per trial, by loudspeaker active.
Amplitude of the AEPs was calculated from peak to peak, that
is, the difference between the maximum and minimum voltage
recorded in the time window corresponding to the first 100 ms
after stimulus onset.

RESULTS
The Sensory Island Task (SIT) is an operant conditioning
foraging task in an open-field arena (Figure 1). We designed
SIT to allow for high flexibility regarding the implementation of
sensory modalities and parameters to address the desired specific
research question. Animals can roam freely in the arena, in search
for a sensory “target island” (in auditory versions of SIT, we used
a circular target area within the arena, area ∼5–9% of the arena
surface), relying solely on changes in the presented stimulus,
which is controlled in real-time via closed-loop position tracking.
They are trained via positive reinforcement to discover the target
island by detecting a change in stimulation from a “background”
to a “target” stimulus. Animals report this detection of the target
stimulus by remaining within the island for a defined time (sittime). Upon correct reporting, a food reward is administered
by dropping from an overhead dispenser, which ensures that
any association of the reward consumption with a specific
location in the arena is prevented (since the reward bounces
unpredictably on the arena floor). The location of the target
island is randomized across trials, making the stimulus feature
under investigation the only informative cue for task completion.
Multiple “non-target islands” (areas where the relevant stimulus
feature is changed into neither the target nor the background and
where the animal is not rewarded) can be incorporated in SIT to
test identification performance. Furthermore, SIT can readily be
adapted to the species and sensory system under investigation.
To demonstrate this high flexibility, here we present data from
Mongolian gerbils (Meriones Unguiculatus, rodents) and gray
mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus, small primates) trained
in SIT to perform auditory frequency discrimination and
identification (aSITfreq ). We further demonstrate the suitability of
SIT to study sound source localization (aSITloc ), as well as visual
orientation identification and discrimination (vSITori ).

Auditory Frequency Discrimination
(aSITfreq )
We trained animals to detect a change in the presented stimulus
frequency upon entering the target island. Throughout a trial, a
“background” frequency was played in repetitive pulses (duration
57 ms, repetition rate 4 Hz in rodents, 5 Hz in mouse lemurs)
through a single loudspeaker as long as the animal was outside
of the target island. Once (and if) the animal entered the
target island, the stimulation (played from the same loudspeaker)
switched to the “target” frequency (Figure 1B). Two gerbils and
two mouse lemurs (see below) were trained to perform this task
in this configuration.
For gerbils, background and target frequencies of 20,000 and
660 Hz were chosen, respectively (see Supplementary Video 1).
Both gerbils reached similarly high proportions of correct trials
within three training sessions (Figure 1D; see figure legend for
trial numbers). The percentage of successful trial completion
highly exceeded chance performance levels (i.e., random stopping
in the arena for > 6 s, Figures 1C,D, P = 6E-17 for gerbil 1
and P = 2E-27 for gerbil 2, binomial test, calculated for the
last session). Chance performances were calculated by the use

Statistics
Binomial tests were used to compare, on a given experimental
session, the percentage of correct trials with the ones expected by
chance, as calculated using the surrogate runs analysis.
All error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval
as calculated via bootstrapping, except for the boxplots
in Figure 4D.
For the investigation of possible linear relationships between
the distance between islands in consecutive trials and the time
to completion in the latter trial (Figure 1E), we used Pearson
correlation analyses.
For comparisons of central tendencies on the group level,
we used two-tailed non-parametric tests: Wilcoxon signedrank tests for paired samples and Mann-Whitney U-test for
independent samples.
All hypotheses were tested at an alpha level of 0.05.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of the experimental aSIT setup for gerbils. (B) Schematic representation (top view) of the aSITfreq arena in the single island version for
gerbils (background and target frequencies for gerbils were 20 kHz and 660 Hz). (C) Comparison for gerbil 1 of the percentage of trials finished with the percentage
of trials which would have been finished by chance at each time point after the beginning of a trial (shadow areas correspond to 95% confidence interval); Left panel:
1st half of the 1st session; Right panel: 3rd session. (D) Percentage of successful trials relative to the chance level (as calculated in C at 60 s) for each gerbil (error
bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval). Session 1: NGerbil 1 = 66 trials, NGerbil 2 = 55 trials; Session 2: NGerbil 1 = 72 trials, NGerbil 2 = 65 trials; Session 3:
NGerbil 1 = 56 trials, NGerbil 2 = 61 trials. Inset: duration of successful trials for each gerbil in the two last training sessions, horizontal lines denote median (solid) and
quartiles (dashed) of the distribution. Durations of correct trials per session are available in Supplementary Figure S2 (both for gerbils and for mouse lemurs).
(E) Time to success in two consecutive successful trials was not correlated with geometric island distance in either gerbil. Pearson correlation, NGerbil 1 = 89 pairs of
trials, NGerbil 2 = 68 pairs of trials. (F) Schematic of the experimental aSIT setup for mouse lemurs. Background and target frequencies for lemurs were 10 and
4 kHz, respectively. (G) Performance of two mouse lemurs in three consecutive days at the end of the training: percentage of successful trials relative to the daily
chance level (as calculated in C; error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval). Session 1: NLemur 1 = 32 trials, NLemur 2 = 48 trials; Session 2: NLemur 1 = 43
trials, NLemur 2 = 43 trials; Session 3: NLemur 1 = 44 trials, NLemur 2 = 41 trials. For performance levels during intermediate training sessions (see Supplementary
Figure S3).

alternatively avoid) the locations in the arena which triggered
the target stimulus in the previous correct trial. To test if they
employed specific spatial bias in their search strategy based on
the successful detection of the target island location in the prior
trial, we plotted the linear distance between the target islands
in two consecutive successful trials as a function of the time to
completion in the latter of the two trials (Figure 1E). Across the
two animals, no significant correlation was observed (Figure 1E,
Pearson correlation, details in figure legend), demonstrating that
the animals’ exploration behavior was not influenced by the
short-term history of task success.
The results so far demonstrated the suitability of aSITfreq for
assessing frequency-change detection (discrimination) in gerbils.
Next we asked to what extent these results are qualitatively
specific to the innate locomotion behavior and learning
capabilities of the species/clade we used (gerbils/rodentia) or
generalizable across clades. To this end, we also trained two
gray mouse lemurs on aSITfreq . Gray mouse lemurs are primates,
yet comparable in size to gerbils. Notably, they exhibit a quite
distinct innate exploration behavior compared to gerbils, as they
usually show low levels of spontaneous exploration in an open

of bootstrapping methods with surrogate target locations and
the actual animal locomotion trajectories (see Supplementary
Figure S1A and section “Materials and Methods”). Thus, the
animals stopped and remained significantly longer in the portion
of the arena that triggered the appearance of the target frequency
compared to any other location. This behavior was independent
of the relative location of the target island position, within the
arena as the animals explored the arena uniformly (i.e., no
center avoidance was observed, Supplementary Figures S1B,C).
Indeed, performance levels of both gerbils was significantly above
chance level already for the second half of trials in the very first
session of exposure to the task, and further increased with more
training (Figure 1D, significance is denoted by the lower bound
of the confidence interval not extending to chance level).
In both animals, more than half of the correct trials had
durations of less than 30 s (half of the maximally allowed
duration, inset in Figure 1D), suggesting that the chosen
maximum trial length was adequate for the animals to complete
the task. As rodents may exhibit history-biased behavior in
operant conditioning paradigms (Busse et al., 2011), it raises
the question if the gerbils might preferentially re-visit (or
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ones which correspond to a change in frequency. To address the
specificity of island preferences (and therefore the possibility of
oddball strategies) directly, we calculated “sit-time incidences”
a posteriori, that is, we determined the first island in which
the animal remained for longer than the sit-time for each trial.
Each recorded trial was assigned to only one island (if any at
all), namely the one where the animal first stayed for longer
than the sit-time. Afterward, we computed the proportion of
trials that corresponded to each island frequency relative to
the animal’s recurrent random sitting behavior calculated as the
chance level in the last single island session (i.e., a proxy for
the sit-time incidences outside of islands, see section “Materials
and Methods”). Notably, significantly high sit-time incidence
percentages for the target island were observed already after the
first session of exposure to the multi-island aSITfreq (Figure 2C,
significance is given by the fact that chance level lies outside
the 95% confidence interval for the target). Likewise, sit-time
incidences for non-target islands dropped in prevalence after
the first training session and reached baseline level for most
non-target frequencies besides 860 Hz (see below). These results
strongly indicate that the animals learn to specifically associate
the target island frequency with the reward. It is further evidence
that the animals were actively searching for the location of the
target island (i.e., the arena location that induces the appearance
of the target stimulus) and not simply awaiting a change in
stimulation that is independent of their own spatial behavior.
This assessment is further corroborated by the finding that gerbils
adapted their arena occupancy during exploration according to
target island location biases (see section on sound localization
and Supplementary Figure S5).
Interestingly, the proportion of sit-time incidences in nontarget islands was not uniform. We observed that sit-time
incidences for the 860 Hz island were significantly increased
relative to baseline for either animal for some of the training
sessions (for gerbil 1, the lower bound of the confidence interval
remained above chance level on all sessions, while for gerbil
2 it only did so on the second session). Gerbils are generally
capable of discriminating even smaller frequency differences
than used here (0.4 octaves) when presented in succession
(Klinge and Klump, 2009). However, Chen et al. (2019) have
recently shown that when confronted with a memory-based
frequency discrimination task, mice generalize auditory stimuli.
Therefore, one plausible explanation to the increased sit-time
incidences for 860 Hz is that the gerbils generalized the new
presented stimulus initially after introduction of the nontarget islands.
The data, thus, suggest that multi-island SIT might represent
an adequate behavioral readout of perceptual thresholds. This
premise is further supported by the observation that the sit-time
incidence percentage for the 860 Hz island of gerbil 2 decreased to
baseline at later training sessions, which is indicative of increased
frequency identification ability with experience (Figure 2C, lower
panel), which could be explained by an extinction of the prior
generalization (Chen et al., 2019). The reason why generalization
(and extinction) is seen at 860 Hz, but not 460 Hz might be related
to asymmetrical filter broadening and/or the closer logarithmic
spacing (Schnupp et al., 2011).

field setting (Picq, 2016). Only once they learnt that active
exploration of the setup was occasionally rewarded, exploration
rate increased. Therefore, we adapted some SIT parameters
accordingly and started the training with a large target island
size (diameter = 32 cm), a short sit-time (1 s) and a long
maximum trial duration (120 s) to increase the initial likelihood
of rewarded trials. Once exploration activity of a given individual
had increased, parameters were successively changed toward the
target values (target diameter = 24 cm, SIT-time = 5 s, maximum
trial duration = 60 s). We further introduced an initiation
platform for the mouse lemurs, which allowed the animals to
decide when to start a trial by visiting the platform (Figure 1F,
see Supplementary Video 2, section “Materials and Methods”
and section on sound localization below). Mouse lemur 1 reached
the final target parameters in session 14 (after 438 trials), mouse
lemur 2 in session 19 (after 567 trials). Under these conditions,
both mouse lemurs achieved highly significant performance
levels in aSITfreq (Figure 1G, P = 2E-3 for mouse lemur 1 and
P = 1E-12 for mouse lemur 2, binomial test, calculated for the last
training session). Note that our surrogate island bootstrapping
method to obtain chance levels and to determine significant
performances (see section “Materials and Methods”) is sensitive
to a subject’s moving velocity as well as the specific parameter
settings of each trial and, thus, provides an objective evaluation.
Hence, SIT can readily be adapted to different species.

Multiple Island aSITfreq
The results so far imply that the animals’ behavior in SIT serves
to seek out the target sound. However, it is unclear whether
this behavior is based simply on change-detection (i.e., simply
stopping whenever the stimulation changed) or if SIT can also
be utilized to test the animals’ sensitivity for identification of
the target stimulus. To test this hypothesis in more detail, we
extended the paradigm design of SIT.
We implemented a version of aSITfreq with several islands
simultaneously offered in the arena (Figure 2A, see also
Supplementary Video 3). The same two gerbils that were tested
in the single-island task were used in this task. Four islands
were simultaneously and pseudo-randomly positioned in each
trial corresponding to different stimulus frequencies, including
the original target frequency (660 Hz). The frequencies of the
non-target islands were 460, 860, 1060, and 1320 Hz. The
background frequency “outside” of islands remained as before
(20,000 Hz). Importantly, in this SIT version, animals again
only received a reward for sit-time stays in the actual target
island (no reward was provided for sit-time stays in the nontarget islands, and trials were allowed to continue). Overall,
the animals showed high success rates (Figure 2B, comparable
to those in aSITloc , Figure 4B) already from session 1, yet
because non-target island sit-time stays did not trigger trial
termination, the animals could have stopped in any of the nontarget islands for 6 s before entering the target island and
finishing the trial. Such behavior would still correspond to a
non-selective searching behavior based on detection of a change
from the background frequency. Note that in this multiple island
configuration of SIT, it is not possible to compute the chance
level as the surrogate islands would overlap with the non-target
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Schematic representation (top view) of the aSITfreq in the multiple island version. Note that on a given trial, only three of the four possible non-target
frequencies were offered. (B) Performance of each gerbil per training session (error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval). Session 1: NGerbil 1 = 64 trials,
NGerbil 2 = 68 trials; Session 2: NGerbil 1 = 58 trials, NGerbil 2 = 59 trials; Session 3: NGerbil 1 = 51 trials, NGerbil 2 = 49 trials; Session 4: NGerbil 1 = 62 trials,
NGerbil 2 = 52 trials. (C) Incidence of sit-time across sessions, relative to chance level per island (error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval).
(D) Psychometric function: comparison between the first and last training session of the percentage of events the animal stayed the sit-time in each island
depending on the frequency distance in octaves of the island to the target frequency; results were fit with a logistic function (dashed line).
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ecological relevance by allowing free exploration) in chronically
implanted animals may facilitate the identification of new neural
processing signatures.

To directly describe performance levels and their change
across training sessions, we next calculated the “conditional
sit-time incidences” for each of the tested island frequencies
(expressed in octave distance to the target frequency - Figure 2D).
For this analysis, we only considered trials where the animal
encountered at least 1 s of sound exposure in the respective
island, to ensure that the animal had the opportunity to evaluate
the nature of the frequency change (see section “Materials and
Methods”). The results of this analysis revealed two findings:
first, a clear dependence of the conditional sit-time incidences
on the octave-distance to the target frequency is apparent;
second, the peak performance values increased, while conditional
sit-time incidences of non-target frequencies decreased over
the training sessions. These results indicate that learning
occurred, which resulted in better identification of the different
frequencies. Hence, multi-island SIT in combination with
sit-time incidence analyses allows constructing psychometric
functions to determine perceptual learning progress.
So far, we established that SIT allows the investigation of
auditory frequency discrimination and identification in rodents
and in primates. Next, we tested the suitability of SIT to study
another sense, namely vision.

Sound Localization (aSITloc )
We applied SIT to study sound localization in freely behaving
and engaged animals. Traditionally used paradigms to study
spatial sensitivity require a constant head position during
sound presentation (Wood et al., 2019), often in naïve or
anesthetized animals (Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1984). In
contrast, aSITloc allows investigations in the locomoting animal
during active localization, providing more naturalistic conditions
and, thus, higher ecological relevance. We used the single-island
configuration, yet here the target island cue was a change in the
sound source location (i.e., the active loudspeaker). The arena
was equipped with two diametrically opposed loudspeakers (180◦
angle separation from the center of the arena), from which a
short (57 ms) harmonic complex sound (see section “Materials
and Methods”) was presented at 4 Hz repetition rate. Upon trial
initiation (see below), the sound was played by one of the two
loudspeakers (the background) until the animal entered the target
island, at which moment the stimulation switched to the second
loudspeaker (target) (Figure 4A and Supplementary Video 6).
The identity of the target and background loudspeaker was
maintained throughout training and testing yet catch-trials with
swapped identities were introduced in a subset of the animals (see
below). Since we combined this paradigm with neural recordings
in the auditory cortex (AC), we added an initiation platform
(∼1 cm in height) for the animals during training and testing
on aSITloc (similar to the mouse lemur paradigm in aSITfreq ).
Voluntary trial initiation has been shown to reduce spontaneous
discharge and improve the detection of thresholds (Buran et al.,
2014) and task engagement sharpens spatial tuning of neurons
in AC in cats (Lee and Middlebrooks, 2011). The platform was
positioned near the wall of the arena and animals were required
to stay on it for one second to start a trial.

Visual Grating Orientation Discrimination
(vSITori )
Here, SIT was incorporated into an existing free-navigation visual
stimulation setup (from Del Grosso et al., 2017, 2019) and two
gerbils were trained to report when the orientation of the grating
projected on the walls of the arena changed from vertical to
horizontal (Figure 3B and Supplementary Video 4). Both gerbils
achieved a performance above chance level (Figure 3C, P = 2E-28
for gerbil 3 and P = 1E-4 for gerbil 4, binomial test, calculated for
the last training session) at the end of the training (gerbil 3 was
trained in a total of 24 sessions – 672 trials – and gerbil 4 in 15
sessions – 384 trials).
Gerbil 3 was additionally tested for stimulus feature specificity
by introducing a non-target island. The non-target island
corresponded to a 45◦ orientation of the grating (Figure 3B and
Supplementary Video 5). As in previous versions of SIT, this
island was not rewarded if the gerbil spent longer than the sittime inside and the trial continued. To analyze the specificity of
the gerbil’s behavior, we again calculated the sit-time incidence
percentage and assigned each trial to the island in which the
animal stayed first for the duration of the sit-time. Already in
the first session in which the non-target island was introduced,
the animal exhibited high selectivity for the target stimulus and
stayed for the sit-time almost exclusively in the target island
(Figure 3D). The sit-time incidence percentage for the non-target
island is not different from chance, which supports the hypothesis
that the gerbil learned that a specific grating orientation is
associated with reward and not any change in orientation. Thus,
SIT is readily adaptable to other sensory modalities, suggesting
that it is suitable for multi- or cross-modal investigations.
Next, we examined how SIT can be utilized to study another
fundamental auditory computation – sound localization – and
to what extent employing SIT (hence introducing its inherent
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Locomotion and Sitting Behavior Are
Specific to Target Loudspeaker and to
Target Island Distribution Likelihood
We tested 11 gerbils in aSITloc , all of which reached highly
significant success rates (Figure 4B, P = 0.0033, N = 11 gerbils,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Swapping the identity of the target
and background loudspeakers in 1/8 of trials during the testing
phase (the identities of target and background loudspeakers
remained fixed during training) resulted in performance levels
that were significantly lower than chance level (Figure 4B,
P = 0.018, N = 7 gerbils, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Given that
these catch-trials started with the presentation of the usual target
stimulus, the animals could potentially have just stopped moving
immediately after initiating a trial in anticipation of the reward,
which could explain the extremely low success rate. However,
further analysis revealed that the animals indeed encountered the
target-islands with similar prevalence in catch-trials as in normal
trials, but rarely remained in the island for the required sit-time
in catch-trials (Supplementary Figure S4). Thus, the animals
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Schematic representation of the ratCAVE setup (adapted from Del Grosso et al., 2017). (B) Schematic representation (top view) of the vSITori arena,
both in the single and in the multiple island version. Animal entrance to a target island and non-target island triggered the change of grating orientation from vertical
to horizontal or oblique, respectively. All gratings used only differed in orientation angle. Differences in appearance is due to visual angle from above. (C) Performance
of each gerbil in example sessions from the beginning, middle, and end of the training, in the single island task (error bars correspond to the 95% confidence
interval). First session: NGerbil 3 = 20 trials, NGerbil 4 = 42 trials; middle session: NGerbil 3 = 12 trials, NGerbil 4 = 20 trials; last session: NGerbil 3 = 40 trials, NGerbil 4 = 32
trials. (D) Incidence of sit-time across sessions relative to chance level per island, in the multiple island task (error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval).
Gerbil 3 NSession 1 = 34 trials; NSession 2 = 41 trials; NSession 3 = 43 trials; NSession 4 = 39 trials; NSession 5 = 44 trials; NSession 6 = 39 trials.

actively avoided staying in the target island in these catch-trials,
revealing that they indeed associated the identity of the active
loudspeaker (target or background) with reward predictability.
Since the spatial location of the active loudspeaker was the only
parameter that allowed determination of loudspeaker identity,
these data validate that the animals were actively localizing the
sound source to achieve task performance. Hence, similar as for
frequency discrimination, the gerbils did not follow an oddball
strategy but specifically searched for the target stimulus.
We also tested to which extent the animals associate their
locomotive searching behavior with target detection success. To
this end, we employed a biased distribution likelihood of target
island locations in the arena. We found that after the animals
were trained on one specific distribution likelihood, their arena
occupancy was specific to this distribution (Supplementary
Figure S5). That is, the animals predominantly visited locations
in the arena that were most likely to contain the target island.
Thus, a clear association existed between the animals’ locomotive
behavior and their reward expectancy, i.e., they actively searched
for the target island position. Together, these data validate that
SIT allows the interrogation of different cues based on the
concept of a locomotive search for a target stimulus (i.e., island).

activity during task performance in aSITloc . We collected local
field potential (LFP), from which we calculated Auditory Evoked
Potentials (AEPs). Remarkably, although the acoustic stimulation
was identical from both loudspeakers (sound intensity was roved
throughout trials), AEPs were different between the two sound
sources (Figures 4C,D). Specifically, AEP amplitudes were
significantly larger during stimulation by the target loudspeaker
(P = 0.000049, Mann-Whitney U-test). A plausible reason for
this difference in AEP amplitude could be differences in the
intensity of the sounds presented from each loudspeaker, due
to the animal being closer to the target loudspeaker than to the
non-target, at the moment of respective sound presentation. This
does not seem to be the case, as the histograms of animal position
for target and non-target loudspeaker sound presentations do not
show such a bias (Supplementary Figure S6). More likely, these
data suggest that the learned relevance of each specific sound
source modulates neural response amplitude. Such differences
in sound-source-specific responses have – to our knowledge –
not previously been reported in studies on spatial processing and
thus demonstrate that the use of SIT may be beneficial to reveal
neuronal signatures of sensory processing under ecologically
relevant conditions.

Electrophysiological Recording of Neural
Activity During SIT Performance

DISCUSSION

We were interested in combing SIT with chronic
electrophysiological recording techniques. Specifically, we
asked to what extent the unrestricted self-movement and task
relevance that are provided by SIT might facilitate exploring
neural signatures of spatial processing in AC. Therefore, we
implanted a tetrode bundle in AC of a previously trained gerbil
(see section “Materials and Methods”), and recorded brain

SIT is a novel experimental paradigm for freely moving animals
that are actively engaged in a sensory processing task and
can be combined with simultaneous neural recordings. It
exploits voluntary exploratory self-motion – and its cessation
upon detection of a change in the sensory stimulation – for
testing psychophysical sensitivity in a variety of cues and
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Schematic representation (top view) of aSITloc , a sound source localization version of SIT. (B) Left-hand panel: Reporting of sound location was
highly significant (P = 0.0033, N = 11 gerbils, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) compared to their chance level given their actual locomotion behavior, calculated by
surrogate island computation. Right-hand panel: In 1/8 of the trials the identity of the target and background loudspeakers was swapped for a subset of the animals.
A significant decrease in the performance for the “swapped” trials below chance level (P = 0.018, N = 7 gerbils, horizontal lines depict the median, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) suggests the animals were actively avoiding the target island under these conditions. (C,D) Response magnitude differences in auditory evoked
potential (AEP) recordings of auditory cortex neural populations. (C) Single session example traces. Dotted lines represent AEP per trial and active loudspeaker
identity. Thick traces represent the median of all trials. (D) Quantification of AEP amplitude. In this example session the AEP amplitude was significantly larger during
target loudspeaker activity (P = 0.000049; Ntarget = 19, Nbackground = 23; Mann-Whitney U-test). Boxplots depict the median (black line), 1st and 3rd quartile (filled
boxes), ± 2.7 σ (whiskers) and outliers (crosses).

and two alternative forced choice tasks (2AFC), can be difficult to
interpret. For example, in 2AFC designs, the animals are forced to
give an answer on every trial, which renders the disentanglement
between real decisions and guesses difficult (Carandini and
Churchland, 2013). The sensory environment in which rodents
are immersed while performing these tasks has been increasing
in complexity in recent years, from lever operation, to full 360◦
virtual reality with online locomotive update. However, animals
require substantial training to learn how to use and navigate these
setups. Moreover, a major drawback of many virtual reality setups
is a lack of vestibular feedback (due to head fixation) that is
naturally present during self-movement.
In contrast, SIT is characterized by shorter training periods
than many traditional behavioral paradigms or techniques
involving virtual reality (e.g., as little as one training session for
gerbils in aSITfreq ), high flexibility to readily adapt parameters to
both the constraints of the scientific question at hand and to the
behavioral characteristics of the animal clade used. If required

sensory modalities. Self-motion occurs constantly under natural
conditions and, throughout evolution, neural processing has
adapted to the resulting continuous modulation of the sensory
input (Niell and Stryker, 2010; Zhou et al., 2014; McGinley
et al., 2015; Williamson et al., 2015; Willett et al., 2019). SIT
consequently captures ethologically relevant behavior that is
crucial for sensory processing and decision making. SIT was
inspired by existing closed-loop free navigation assays (Polley
et al., 2004; Whitton et al., 2014), but differs significantly in a
number of aspects. Most importantly, the introduction of discrete
sensory islands instead of a gradient fundamentally changes
the locomotion behavior toward free exploration of the entire
arena. Moreover, the introduction of multiple islands allows the
interrogation of animals about perception thresholds and the
construction of psychometric functions.
The last decade has seen a rise in the study of perceptual
decision making, particularly in rodents. Data from established
and commonly used paradigms, such as go/no-go tasks (G/NG)
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SIT is widely adaptable to a large variety of neuroscientific
and ecological fields. For example, besides the auditory and
visual cues probed here, we suggest that somatosensory cues
can be studied by dynamically changing the floor texture, or
olfactory sensitivity could be tested collocating the target island
and odor release valves beneath the arena. Similarly, decisionmaking based on congruent or ambiguous combinations of
different sensory modalities is ecologically important and could
readily be applied in SIT. In the future, it would be particularly
interesting to use high yield recording devices, such as neuropixel
electrodes (Juavinett et al., 2019), to sample a wide range of
brain areas. Moreover, the ongoing miniaturization of technology
will allow precise stimulus control in various sensory modalities
and combinations (e.g., through wireless miniature cameras or
microphones). These new technologies coupled with SIT should
garner unprecedented insights to unravel ecologically relevant
sensory neural processes.

(e.g., depending on complexity and species), the motivational
state of the animals can be controlled by addition of an initiation
platform, which assures the willingness of the individual to
perform a trial. In essence, SIT represents a refined version of
a G/NG task. Nonetheless, the possibility to add multiple nontarget islands allows testing of cue identification and determining
psychometric functions. In its currently presented form with
pseudo-randomized island locations, SIT does not represent a
spatial association nor a long-term memory task. Nonetheless,
SIT can be easily transformed into such a task by maintaining the
target island location constant across trials or switching between a
limited number of target locations; e.g., a recent study by Rossato
et al. (2018) which used electromagnets to switch between
available islands in the Morris water maze could be performed
in SIT, with greater flexibility due to the amount and position
of the islands depending on software rather than hardware. In
addition, the lack of water in SIT facilitates maintenance of
the setup and coupling of experiments with interventions such
as electrophysiology. Although dry versions of the water maze
already exist, such as in Bast et al. (2005), where animals forage
for food in hidden compartments, SIT provides an easier, more
versatile alternative in which the search for food can be replaced
by the search for target island (to receive food reward). Thus,
spatial learning and memory studies in relation to sensory cuing
could be performed, a task of high ecological relevance in many
species (Sherry, 1985; Collett et al., 1986).
In any of its potential variants, combining SIT with specific
time points of electrode implantation (e.g., before/during
training), opens exciting possibilities to study aspects of learning
and plasticity of sensory processing during voluntary self-motion
and active sensing. We have exemplified some of this potential
here, as our AC recording during aSITloc revealed previously
unreported response modulation of spatial sensitivity based on
sound source identity. Previous reports had established that
neuronal responses in auditory cortex can be modulated by
“attention” (Hubel et al., 1959; Evans and Whitfield, 1964).
Our findings are related, but potentially more profound, as the
difference in responses to both loudspeakers is unlikely to be
due to the attentive state of the animal, but rather the relative
relevance of the two sound sources regarding reward expectancy
and experimental design. Multiple studies in AC have found
relevance-specific response modulation in animals if engaged in
the experimental task (Miller et al., 1972; Fritz et al., 2003, 2007;
Atiani et al., 2009; Otazu et al., 2009; Lee and Middlebrooks,
2011; Guo et al., 2019). Moreover, a recent study with macaque
monkeys that were trained to respond differentially to the same
auditory stimulation depending on the context reported larger
auditory cortex responses to the same stimulus when it required
a no-go response (Huang et al., 2019). Likewise, greater neural
responses during aSITloc were observed for target sounds that
required the animal to remain sitting.
In summary, SIT is a flexible and easily implementable
behavioral paradigm that uniquely incorporates self-motion and
natural exploratory behavior, which are essential for ecological
sensory processing. SIT is readily applicable across species and
sensory modalities and extendable to use for neurophysiological
investigations. Beyond the options we have exemplified here,
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FIGURE S2 | Duration of correct trials in aSITfreq for gerbils (left panel) and for
mouse lemur (Right panel).
FIGURE S3 | Mouse lemur performance at intermediate training sessions, relative
to chance level. Target island diameter = 26.7 cm. For mouse lemur 1, x = 6 and
sit-time = 4 s. For mouse lemur 2, x = 5 and sit-time = 2 s.
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FIGURE S4 | Comparison in the aSITloc version between the trials in which the
target loudspeaker was the one from the training, with catch-trials (1/8 of total
trials) in which the opposite loudspeaker was the target one. (A) The gerbils found
the target island as often in catch-trials as in normal target trials. (B) The gerbils
left the target island much more often (∼85% trials) in catch-trials than in normal
target trials (∼35% trials). Only situations where the gerbils stayed in the target
island for at least 1 s were used to assure the gerbil listened to the sound and did
not just run through the island. Number of sessions: 39; Number of normal target
trials: 1784; Number of catch trials: 285. Uncertainty was determined using a
bootstrapping method.
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FIGURE S5 | Association between spatial position and stimulus change in the
aSITloc . (A) Distribution of the target islands for all the trials in a session where
there was not a target location bias (left) and in a session where there was a target
location bias (right). The filled gray circle corresponds to the initiation platform. The
dashed magenta circle radius is twice as large as that of a target island and
divides the target islands which were considered to be in the center (light gray
circles) from the target islands considered not to be in the center (dark blue
circles). In sessions without target location bias ∼59% of the islands occurred in
the center whereas, in sessions with target location bias, ∼78% occurred in the
center. (B) Difference in percentage of successful trials between trials in which the
target was in the center and trials in which the target was not in the center (error
bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval, calculated using a bootstrapping
method). Gerbil 1 and 2 (these are not the same gerbils that were trained in
aSITfreq ) were first trained in an unbiased condition and the bias condition was
later introduced. Gerbil 3 was first trained in a biased condition, and the bias was
later removed. When the target location was biased to the center, the animals
spent more time in that region and their performance increased in relation to when
the target was outside the center.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The Supplementary Material for this article can be found
online at: https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnbeh.
2020.576154/full#supplementary-material
FIGURE S1 | (A) Schematic representation of the surrogate island random
permutation. Colored line depicts a real trajectory of an animal in a trial color
coded with the time at which the animal was at each position, starting from the
initiation platform (filled gray circle). The real target island is where the animal ends
(open orange circle). The dots correspond to the position of the animal with 1s
interval between them. The chance level of task completion was calculated using
a posteriori surrogate island locations (open black circles, only a few shown here
from the 1000 actually used for each trial). (B) Trajectories of gerbil 1 and 2 during
the 2nd training session separated by correct and incorrect trials: no apparent
change in pattern of locomotion is seen when the animal did not succeed in the
task. (C) Comparison of the distance of the target island’s center to the center of
the arena between correct and incorrect trials for gerbil 1 and 2 in the same
session as in B. Gerbil 1: Ncorrect = 44, Nincorrect = 28, P = 0.12; Gerbil 2:
Ncorrect = 44, Nincorrect = 21, P = 0.63 (Mann-Whitney U test). Boxplots depict the
median (black line), 1st and 3rd quartile (filled boxes), ± 2.7 σ (whiskers) and
outliers (cross).

FIGURE S6 | Histograms of gerbil position at sound presentation times for the
session during which LFP was recorded, reported on main (Figure 4). Left panel
shows the histogram for target stimulus presentations (orange loudspeaker). Right
panel shows the histogram for background stimulus presentations
(blue loudspeaker).
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